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We arc a community of learners. Because of my position as faculty development director at Kennesaw State UniI have the opportunity to facilitate the sharing of
information across campuses. I have learned a great deal
from Regents' Distinguished Professors although I have not
had the pleasure of meeting most of them. Learning, though,
occurs not only in face-to-face encounters. Through these
pages, I invite you to learn from. and to get to know, these
distinguished professors.
When I initially learned about the Regents' Distinguished Professor program, I became excited at the prospect of having yet another avenue for sharing information
about teaching. Many campuses designated a faculty member to share with colleagues his or her expertise in reaching
students. I immediately contacted these professors to invite
them to write for this edition of RIT. These authors were
given free rein: they could address philosophies of teaching, pedagogics, or plans for the future.
l interacted with these colleagues via e-mail, letters and
telephone. This communication provided me the opportunity to touch base with an old friend with whom I taught
many years ago. I'm proud of him for being his institution's
distinguished professor. The endeavor allowed me to talk
with a colleague that I have been e-mailing for the last year
and a half, but whom I have never met. She is a phenomenal writer. In one breath she discusses Confucius; in the
next, she moves on to discuss the Internet and web courses.
I have enjoyed learning from her.
The title "Distinguished Professor" allows the faculty
member to carve out different roles on his or her respective
campus. One teacher shares with her campus information
about how students learn. Another discusses his desire to
dive into faculty development that focuses on technological
applications and to bring his colleagues into the Information Age. Their goals arc different, their styles are different, and their stories arc different. •
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and so involved an unthcir needs and biases.

be said to rest, was, in his lifetime, a teacher.
is
for the modern scholar/
teacher.
Great historic teachers
share an awareness of the
connection between teachand the hnman
Confucius
refused to diswhich had no
life
and

to live a better, more useful
life. From this
desire
came some of the world's

over time as
to a limited
set of circumstances. His model of the
person was
a model which was accessible to everyone, and founded
upon the notions of balance, order, and
Even those traditions founded upon
rcca role for the active life. The Ruic of Benedict at
the heart of the western monastic tradition,
the
monastic to treat
as if it were a "vessel of the
altar,'' which is to say, in part. that a
confined to
abstractions and divorced from action is one not
deBencdict found the cxtraordi-

in favor of
a
addresses
of the learner. Petrarch
that while Aristotle was a brilliant
his words
fell upon empty cars, for
" .. lacked the power to
Erasmus of Rotterdam might have writscholastic treatise
the
of his age,
he chose instead to rely upon
his acerbic wit and to disseminate his message through satire. The very entertaining
Praise of Folfv did not "'lack
the power to st
" and
philodebate.
litcrto the
and
lambasted customs and practices with which they could
identify. Humanist thought
was also noteworthy for lcavthc debate open-ended, as
refused to designate any
one idea as ""The Truth."
Plato was much
more comfortable than the
humanists with the idea of
"Truth," he shared with them
the belief that the audience is
rn the
process. He, and Socrates before
that the task of the teacher was to draw out the
within each student. Socrates
and Plato never lectured, but
stimulated more
than any other
in the history of humankind.
Socrates and Plato provided a context within which thought
could and had to occur. The
of his method can be
seen in his student
who departed from his master
on many issues, and was one of the greatest critical thinkers
of all time_ How
Plato must have been to have produced not a mirror image, hut a student who could offer his
master as much as he had received.
Modem teachers would do well to remember these lesof the past. and to
them to their own teaching.
Good
is not a one-sided
IS
communication of one
and knowlto
such that one is
to
it.

The task of
educator is not
void" who comes
the door with factual
hut to teach students how to think in such a way that
meet any difficulties
arise.
pace of
information
much of
will he obsolete in five years. One must en ah le
students to use whatever information
have in a way
that will enahle them to
an
more
world.
The humanist and Confucian insistence that
he made relevant to
he
in the modand collahorative
material, as well as
view. In
of the standard lecture on
students to write a haiku poem, and to present it to the class.
After
the symbolism of each poem and
framework of Zen Buddhism. the

class participates in a Japanese Tea Ceremony. during which
they contemplate some of the same images they wrote about
in poetry. After these active learning exercises, students arc
better able to master the intricacies of Zen Buddhism and
its influence on the samurai code of bushido. As a final test
of their mastery, I ask students to design a Zen landscape.
and to include detailed commentary which makes reference
have studied. Such activito the sources and concepts
tics
students not
to sec the connections between
poetry, literature, and history, but also to life itself. How
often my students have told me that
learn more from
the silence of the Tea ceremony than they ever dreamed possible I
have learned that the classroom has some relevance to their own quest for balance, order. and harmony.
Active learning can also be encouraged through the use
of technology. Software that allows one to create interactive applications. such as Authorwarc. helps to create a context within which students can explore ideas and test the
implications of hypotheses. I have created several modules
for use in my world civilization classes, which have interactive chronologies. maps,
and primary source
texts. such as the
Veda and the Tao te
These
modules allow students to repeat material as often as
like. and
feedback for
When William The

full of
soil, he remarked: ·'I
come to
and taken her with both hands 1" He was a man who conunhclievablc odds in order to succeed, and instructors should
turn failure into success. If
do so
students with the tools
need for success in the world
outside of academia.
a context in which stuThese programs also
and reacdents may
to
tions to texts. The
sources arc based upon
the Socratic clenchus. and many links
no instructor
commentary but rather the
for stuSomc of the Socratic
modules
students to enter textual responses, such as
the one on The Torah.
students examine three conpassagcs from Genesis on the great flood, and respond first to questions regarding content. and then to comparative and analytical questions. Finally. they arrange the

passages in their probable order of composition. These
Socratic modules develop critical ahility and also prompt
users to consider major issues he fore they are influenced hy
an instructor's commentary. Such hands-on methods show
phenomenal success. When grades on critical essays for
classes using the modules arc compared to those which did
not use the modules,
show a mean difference of fourteen points. Individual
increase between five to thirty
percent when comparing grades before and after use of the
modules.
These reflections remind us that the hcst teaching develops students beyond what they were when they walked
in the door. We must provide a context within which students can grow. by stimulating their own creative input, and
allowing them to apply the material they encounter. As educators. we convey much more than the simple content of
our disciplines. Truly effective teaching fosters self-realization and empowers students to surmount any obstacle
they may later encounter. Like Confucius and Benedict.
modern teachers may contribute to a more balanced. ordered.
and harmonious life for our students. May we all continue
to be, as were Plato and Aristotle before us. still philosolovcrs of wisdom in all its forms. Like those who
may we continue to
our students
have gone
out of the cave and share with them their
towards the
into the

could have been his most
moment into one of
greatest ones. When he stood up with both hands

·c
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Sarton 's The Small Room ( 196 l ),
a new hire
school. confronts her awesome
In
so, she

and teaching it are as di[ferelll as dreaming and wakinf,'" She discovered what
ie11cc:o--t)C(:a11se we know our field docs not
mean
that we can teach. In
our fields is necessary but
not sufficient.
Teaching is a way of being present toothers. Because "teacher" is a relational term, it
implies "student." Yet when we college faculty talk about teaching, what is often most
figural for us is the knowledge we teach, be it
of history or nursing or chemistry or political
science. We name what we teach. not 11·ho we
teach, and we look to our discipline to name
who we arc-historian, nurse, chemist, political scientist. Our disciplines provide us an
identity. When we talk about teaching. our
conversation typically turns to what we teach,
what we know, what we do or do not "cover."
We easily slip into talking about these areas
of our expertise and what we do with our expcnisc-how we present what we have learned
to our students.
It is understandable that we find delight
and stimulation in such expertise. After all it
is within the framework of our discipline that
we come to understand and make meaningful
what we know and experience. It is within
our disciplines that we are situated and lead
active intellectual lives. We arc products of
the academy which stresses knowing. There
learning is most frequently measured by a kind
of testing that quantifies how much we know and awards it a value.
Generally as students of our discipline, we enjoyed our academic
experiences. We have ways of addressing and configuring the
complexities of il'hat we teach-the content. What has been less
available to us are ways we can confront the complexities of learning and teaching. complexities of hmi· we teach. Just as our disciplines act as frameworks that organize what we know, there are
frameworks that can assist us to think about teaching.
Examples of such frameworks arc (I) cognitive developmental theories. (2) learning style inventories and (3) metaphor. The
first two enrich our understanding of our students as they learn
over time and of ourselves as teachers in relation to them. The
third.
of self as teacher,
teacher and student toways
present to the other. /\II three frameworks create
bilities for the reflective teacher to confront the
of tcachEach is way of
that suggests alternatives that

how we think about what we do and how we might address the
of our students'
in relation to the demands

who were
curious about how their students karned. They then structured
research to understand their students. William Perry's Forms of
Intellectual and Ethical Development in the
College Years ( 1968) is a classic and the first
in the series of three studies to which I will
refer. Perry shows us that there is indeed a progression in the ways students' thinking develops during their college experience. Aware of
this, we are able to make better judgments about
how and what we teach in order to promote
that development. An understanding of what
Perry discovered from his college students will
"tune our car" to attend more carefully and
knowledgeably to the words of our students,
preparing us to hear what we may not expect
or even be prepared to hear. Perry's study is
not a laboratory study but rather a study of real
students engaged in actual learning experiences. ln his students' voices we hear our own
students as they move from a tolerance for "just
the facts, please" to"! have a right to my opinion'' and on to the ability to construct arguments
using evidence. His framework suggests ways
we as educators can both challenge and support our students as they develop in the contexts of our colleges and universities.
While Women\' Wav.1· o/Knmi·ing by Mary
Belenky and her colleagues ( 1986) builds on
insights gained from Pen-y's work, their unique
contribution is that they researched the way women learn. Their
work is not gender specific. Rather it tells us something about all
the students we teach. The last chapter of this study takes us back
to the classroom, accenting its appropriateness for informing educators. The framework the authors derive from their research shifts
the ernphasi s from knowledge about the teacher to knowledge about
the student. Awareness of our student's development challenges
us to understand differently how our students. men and women,
think for themselves. and to have some ideas as to what our students ohservc when they see us, their teachers, thinking in our
classrooms.
/\more recent work on students' intellectual development is
Knmi·ing and Rrnsoning in College by Marcia Baxter-Magolda
( l 992). While this study builds on the works of Perry and Belenky
it also extends to include men and women.
and her
Our O\V!l
as classroom teachers resonates in this study
when we hear the students' words and their narratives. They call

to mind those we hear
in our own classrooms and overhear
in the halls and on the grounds of our own campuses. Baxtcrsces
our students' intellectual
as heing at the heart of effective
the students in this
can act
a framework to assist us in our conscious efforts to promote the intellectual
of our :.tudents in the courses wc teach.
The three studies mentioned offer us ways of

our students and

ahout

prornote learn-

stand. is to engage in effective
from these studies can assist us in
how our students
""n"'"" and understand grades, tests. authority. issues of amhiall of which have a direct
our students mature as students and knowers in the
seek to learn and we wish to teach them. Such attention to how
our s111den1s !cam invites us to think differently ahout /11!\\· wc
teach.
Our students·
ways of learning become apparent tu
them and to us through a second kind of framework, that
by various
is another way for us to think ahout teaching and engage its
David Kolb's theory
tial learning and his Learning Style Inventory (LSI) an: helpful
ways of
our studL~nts in learning ahout learning.. An understanding of how they learn empowers students to be independent and versatile. They have
when they arc in lcarni11g
situations
do not
What learning.
do for us is
make us
aware of the diversity of learners we arc likely to
have in any one class. ;\framework that helps us think about various ways of
and
sets us free to reflect on
what we can do in our classrooms to promote learning. To admit
to
and
tu "tried and true" ways of
present to
our learners is to avid the
of what we know to he true.
;\n awareness of a framework such as Kolh 's.
us choices and
possihi Ii tics to vary our
and an impetus to reach and teach
the
of students
our classrooms and carnpuse:-..
The alternatives available to us, appropriately used. can enhance
;\ dccision to lecture hecornes a
docs a decision to structure a learning activity where students work
in grnups in a hands-on
Rcmcmhcring. that teaching is a
relational interaction. Kolb 's discussion of learning styles helps us
think first of our students and our desire that they learn what it is
we teach. As a framework it helps us to re ·view ho\\' we teach, not
H-flllr we teach.
The third framework or way
ourselves as teacher,; is
that of metaphor.
for ourselves and others a
way we sec ourselves in relation to our :;tudcnts. Lakoff and Johnson in /'vfetaplwrs \h• I.i1·e
Fir, remind us "that the way
think. what
what we do every day is
is a matter of language. lt has no meaning until \\e gih'
teaching. metaphor
not set:m irnrncdiately

or

apparent. But if we listen to our language. we
dcscri bed as a hattlc,
as a
may be a
some while for others
teacher the task master. We talk
the pressure to "cover" our material ---an
since presumably we do not wish to tell others
fron1

some who
It

the students. \Ve talk athnlt

material rcsource---wc store it. pass it on. we hring it up. it's up
for
we grasp it. we grade it. we use it, we seek it, we waste
pool it. we
it. we market it, and on and on.
In every
of self as teacher there is an
mctaof the student. This sets up a
we may not haw
articulated. may not even have known. Teacher as "sage
is
different than teacher as
on the side.-·
And in each case. the student
In the first. the student is
audience: in the second, the student may he a traveler, an apprentice. a tourist and so on. Either way. there is a clear
identified that marks the roles of the teacher and the student. lf we
pursued these. we would find that both our actions and language
tend to
evidence of implied metaphors. When we understand
>dw >t'e are as reacher we more readily understand ho11' we are as
rrncha Metaphor serves as a way of thinking about ourselves as
teacher that can make us aware of how we teach what we know.
Each of the three kinds of frameworks discussed provides us
with possible ways of thinking about teaching, ways of seeing. that
cnahle us to address and engage this complex
we do each
our field is critical in our profession, hut as we can
sec it is not sufficient. In our teaching we arc present to othcrs·-our students-on a daily hasis. -Teaching calls us to live in the
world of actuality, and of possibility and vision." (Noddings and
Witherell_ p.7). The actuality of teaching. rcqnircs us to be "in the
111omcnt." lt is here we hccome aware of the others the students
arc. Understanding their needs and capahilities, and with our
of our discipline. we create opportunities for them to
learn. Our energies arc spent less in transmitting. what we know
that in
opportunities for these students to learn_ We come
to respect teaching for the complex
that it is and the particular ways it challenges us to know
understand
what vvc know in a way that we enable others to learn. •
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evaluation in
was a rather informal
standard-issue trashcan common
nation. That
Texas.

evaluation refocused my
the manner in which I engage my students in the classroom.
I
my
and
to accommodate students
with military careers. I have
its effectiveness with all students.
In the five years that l taught at RAFB,
I became as used to the shrill whine of the
Boeing-built lJSAFT-43\ and the
of the Cessna T-37's as to the announcements of temporary duty commitments
that could interrupt a student's
class attendance from a
to several
weeks. The portable buildings, the flight
line noises perpetually accompanying my
lectures, and the TD Y's were some of the
indications of my students' mobile
lifestyle. Over time, my syllabus came to
accommodate for that mobility, addressing such matters as how to complete course
work in the event of a TDY. The
also became a much more detailed document, almost a contract. Knowing that
their lives were filled with interruptions
and unanticipated
the students
wanted to know their schedule of
mcnts and what l
With a detailed course outline. they could work
ahead or remain caught up even though
they were thousands of miles away.
World-wide mobility tasking and duty assignments
on short notice arc not all that Air Force personnel have in
common. Whether first year recruits or career persons with
families, my RAFB students had reasons for doing well in
their studies. What l didn't know was that their motivation,
strong as it was. came from and was directed toward intentions far different from my own which had
been
and the
of

as

8

and determined. if sometimes
motivation. whatever its source, made my
and
deal easier. A
of my
presumptuousness is that l
motivated them.
Not
their acquisition
I could not have anticipated
the demerit I received during that informal
evaluation. But sure enough. that evening
after finishing her world literature final, one
of my most diligent, most engaging students, dressed me down for having given
an exam that, for all practical purposes, was
a comprehensive one. Having never known
other than comprehensive finals.
I was rather confused by her unbrading. In
retrospect, I have come to understand that
my students' military training is twopronged-instruction and application-and
is presented unit by self-contained unit. In
such an approach, once the body of material has been presented and studied and a
performance review indicates mastery. that
material need no longer he addressed. Only
the skills need to remain. Quite naturally,
then. my students would come to their colclasses with the assumption that each
assignment and test are a complete unit and
serve as a means to earn a grade. Each unit
has its own purpose and no purpose exists
beyond it.
After turning in her exam. the student
indicated that she wanted to talk to me. I
followed her to the back of the room. As
she spoke. she opened her three ring binder and proceeded
to deposit her class and study notes into the gray trashcan
that stood between us. She explained in whispered, yet emphatic tones that she \Vas most distressed about her answers
on the test. I !er questionable performance. however, was
not the result of being unprepared. hut rather because that
instrument (she meant my laboriously fashioned exam)
her
was invalid. She hadn't studied
the material that had been covered earlier in the semester
and therefore could not include various literary examples I
had
the students use to illustrate their points.
abundantly clear. she delivered

done an information
I didn't think we needed that information."
my
my
discarded notes in the trashcan I thanked her for her parin class and assured her that I would review my
to
response to her evaluation was
Force tradition. a way of
I could not
let my
or
demeanor reflect the utter loss of purpose I was
at
that moment. l watched the
students finish taktheir exam. Rather than
responscs. was
attempts at
information out of various
I gathered the exams one
one. hade
my students farewell and
luck
in their endeavors and closed the portable for the semester.
the time I finished my twenty
minute trip from the base to my house.
I had dissolved into tears.
I
shouted into the Texas darkness: "!
don· t teach people
to watch them
dump their knowledge any more than
I go to the trouble of baking a loaf of
bread
lo dump it."
Over the semester hreak l had to
determine what wasn't working with
my approach. I had made allowances
for their interruptions in class attendance, for the frequent
stations and thus the
levels. I had adjusted the
number of reading and essay
to consider') Whatever l might have to
to be a more
effective teacher, I knew l would not change my desire for
my students to use the ideas I had presented in my lectures.
I felt that I could not change the bottom line of my purpose
in teaching: to teach life and the life.long value of critical
thinking. the study of literature. and the development of
writing skills. Clearly, I had not been emphatic enough about
my own belief that literature is mirror and mentor for our
lives. I had hoped to convince them that all this literary
"stuff' was good for something greater than promotions and
a raise in salary. Information dumps at the end of the SL~
rnestcr do not indicate that lives have been enriched.
student had proven to me that even with an
average on
her
with the topics in the coursc~rathcr she had
purpose and
as
order to make
"disk
for the next set of instructions and tasks. What
was it I was
I became convinced that I had lost
between
the time that I had been a fifth
teacher and the time I

became a
As a fifth
teacher, I had
hcen told that my teaching effectiveness stemmed from my
excitement about learning and my desire to share that excitement. Fifth
students still have a natural
which I was able to engage. Infecting my students with
excitement was easy because of their
and because
of their love for playing. !, too, liked playing and
a kinesthetic learner, J taught through the hands-on
l delighted in thinking up projects and learning
units that would give my students the opportunity to discover concepts and ideas on their own. Each six-week unit
was self-contained, but l made the
interdisciplinary.
math, art, music. and science were
in each unit.
the end of the school
year. the various disciplines' inter-relationships had became
clear to the students. Such a self-contained and interdiscisometimcs made for a noisy and disorganized learning environment, hut students
were always husy and having fun with
their discoveries, and l had the fun of
learning along with them.
Unfortunately I did not transfer that
hands-on approach to the college classroom. Instead, I strove to emulate the
"hallowed" example of my professors
who artfully lectured and on occasion engaged in some Socratic exchanges. In
my quest to become a professor, I overcame my terrors of standing in front of a
group of people and learned to lecture. l
did the research necessary for each presentation: each class preparation enlarged
my repertoire of anecdotes and interesttidhits of information. l was so engrossed in becoming an exemplary professor that l forgot that sharing my own
excitement and having students engage in learning cannot
he exclusive of one another. True, they arc two different
functions. hut they must go hand-in-hand to assure learning. ! forgot that excitement must he shared without giving
away the answers or appearing that one has the answers. I
failed to make clear that the challenge of education is students finding the answers for themselves.
What l was missing was learning: student learning.
Learning means that a change in behavior or attitude takes
place. To be sure. I was learning. and all that research helped
me as l pursued my graduate degree. Indeed. the manner in
which I was going about the business of teaching. was quite
in keeping with the original model of a university education. Rut I had to remember that the students in my clas.-,es
at RAFR were not medieval scholars. First
were persons with
missions to fulfill, then parents and finally students. If! wanted them to sec literature as mirror
and mentor. I had to
them the
to make that
is students
truths and
as
tcract with peers. I must facilitate group discussion.

lf I

l

hclieve that
in part, comes from
ideas burst upon students in the process of
allow time for reflective
vidc

home
smcc
had to resort to
riders got tired of my long "after class" stoop
discussions. Once more, I could say that my students were
and obedience. It was not
between their military classroom demeanor and that of the

cxcitcincnt in literature and

test.

way to go ahout a
and that
to debate or review unless initiated
officer.
many adult students, for the
told how to do somca scheme of their
own.

gave way to my students and made my
crowded conditions in the
students arrange themselves in small groups. Still the avid
researcher, I now used my discoveries to
hand-outs
with discussion
Each group had its own set of
to work
and report its conclusions to the
I forced them to read
and re-read if
among themselves ahout ideas and themes. I sent them to the
to
locate
it meant and its
to a
made them find news releases that could he modern
to stories
held bizarre and unrealistic. So.
discovered that mothers kill their children more often than
had believed. Medea, for one, no
demented and demonic as
first
no longer the stupid dame who committed suicide.
Lear has his counterparts in many a modern father and the
confessional Rousseau is not so pornographic in his discussions of intimacies.
even I came under scrutiny and the students
questioned my own
own pct theories had
to re-read texts.
to go out the window.

values to take into their
lives. Admittedly, I never
covered the amount of material I once managed to
cram into a semester, and my students could not impress
scholars with a discussion of
critical theories. But
the energy that my students invested in the
far exceeds those measures of
had achieved my
of
the relevance of Ii tin my students' lives. Moreover, I was
discrete units which came to their own
enough, the confluence of ideas and
among literary pieces that I always wanted to
test for in those comprehensive finals, spontaneously
during class discussions. As the students hantercd
about their ideas, they quite naturally fell hack on examples
to illustrate their points and to make their supports for arguments. The students· need to have closure at the ends or
units was satisfied and so was my need
skills being applied to their readto sec
of texts.
The demerit and consequent refocusing of my college
has become the pivotal event of my teaching career. It is
because suhsequent to my teaching at
RAFB, I have
many other students who are equally
as non-traditional as arc students who arc also military personnel.
those students may have motivations other
than
and the
of learning. They may be
to save a joh or the deslost one.
may be attending
as a result of programs such as those offered in our
work under the challenges of uncxi.e. the single parent who must
deal with sick children or loss of daycare, the caregiver who
must rush to the aid of an ailing spouse or elderly parent.
to the classroom a wide range of life
and academic abilities. These students, like those
in my RAFB classes hcncfil from having the opportunity to
be learners in their classes and to leave the day's studies
been challenged and energized by their peers, not
overawed
the
of their professor. As they engage in conversation about their reading, they discover that
the battle scenes. family and marital tensions, personal
dreams and terrors in the literary works arc like their own.
that
go one step further
and
is not a country
their
it is rather the
that uses the motivations and
of their lives to make a whole and purposeful
That outcome is one that no test. however
crafted, can inca~un: or a'.-''.'Urc. •

an examination. withdraws those
(I

But what I saw in this group of
students was a very different model at work. For these students. the first student
hi
:--;tudent:--: arc to n1akc
selves as generators of
sense of the material under consideration. to test that sense
with peers. to revise and
the
understandand to put results into the

had

program or m class l was
next
quarter.
Moore dinner into the microwave
and gulped down the lunch between
A staff person from
Services
in lo the crowd in my
office to adjust some malfunction in my computer. Although
I tell my students that a
and
confusion is a defining characteristic of
ahout reached my limit for chaos. I glanced at my watch
and
"ls it really I :O'.i') I'm late for my one
o'clock class,'' and I da~hed out of my office,
the
and
last few hitcs of
Moore
and my class notes.
When l got to my Introduction to
classroom
ten minutes late, the door was closed.
the window and my face hrokc into a
in groups of three or four and were
the articles scheduled for the
m
came
did not notice me at the door. so I
into the classroom. One student looked up and said. "Go
ahead and have a scat and let us finish.
II he
for
the
group discussion in ahout ten minutes ... So I took
a scat and
to reflect on what I was
as the
students continued their discussion and then wrote their conclusions on the hoard. Let me share three of those rcflccthis group of students had
saw that the class did not
depend on an instructor but could he seen as a community
of people
to achieve a common
I
saw a
of the more
power
in a classroom. where students depend on the instructor to
one-way transmisinformation to them in a
SJOn.

as a student and
In many of the classes I had sat
in many classes I saw elsewhere on campus, the most important student
is to be an accurate scrihc.
down what the instructor says. If
is the
mary student
then accurate
of that information later on a test ranks next. Paulo Freire describes
this
model of cducatinn as a
makes
in the students

model students arc
the constructors of their
has very
I think this approach to
implications. This model fosters agency in students. calling on them to take responsibility for their knowlln addition, it implies an epistemology appropriate
for a world hoth of the extraordinary rapid production of
hut also of the remarkable brevity of the life of
Learning what is already known is a frustratingly futile task: knowledge expands so fast that no one
person can master it, and our current
decays so
quickly in the face of new discoveries and understandings
that much of what we teach is ohsolcte even as we teach it.
lam reminded of Parker Palmer's call that we help students
"to know how to gcncratc ... ncw information, to check it, to
critique it, to research it, to do all of those things that a pracscholar of a field has top know how to do" ( l 997, p.
9). Anything less docs our students a disservice.
second reflection centers around the power of collaborati vc work. As you look hack on the story of the classthcsc ruminations. you will recall that the
in groups. A continual
between the way
not most) of their own work and how
do their work. It is, after all. no accident that much of our
m comwork as
takes
we may malign committees. many of our hest ideas, programs, and strategics
have their roots in the tensions and accommodations of facworking in groups. We insist that our disciplines he
represented on our campuses most usually not by
individuals hut rather by groups of colleagues. I cannot
imagine trying to make my own discipline of
present at
State without my peers who hring their
own different slants. perspectives. even questions to their
of sociology. Those diffcrcnccs----actcd out in our
cnmmon love for the discipline and for our students-arc
our
Collaborative
is not second hcst work but is often
the most fruitful. the most
rm reminded first of
classic The
( 1915) that all thinkand second of Marhis work (sec, for extin

/J

vcrsation.

saw m

cannot talk'!
classroom was students
each
to craft

co-huildcrs of their own

and made them partners

lll

to mind another of Parker
Palmer's first esoteric comments: "When
in ways that arc
with the
there's disconnect, there's
and the hidden curriculum isn't
on our behalf' ( 1997. p.
looked at my classroom, I asked
arc
One teaches best when one invites and empowers
students to be practitioners of the discipline one
One docs not, I believe, become a sociologist at some magical point when a dissertation committee calls one a sociologist, although that is an important marker event in the career of many of us. Rather, one hccomcs a
when
one catches the passion and wonder of the discipline and
begins to use that discipline to address the world in which
we find ourselves. In
we call that
fire
developing the
imagination." l
that
each discipline has an equivalent descriptor. The point, however, is that it seems to me that we arc at our hcst as teachers
when we invite students as colleagues into our work.
While a hcginncr's early steps may he
and may
often lead into hlind alleys, we should invite those
ners to walk rather than weary them with our stories ahout
how we do the
and they
get to hear the travelogues. As l observed my class and overheard their conversation. l witnessed their being caught up in
querying, and acting
These reflections have prohably taxed your
hut if
come this far with me, let me
least note
I've adopted to foster the kind of classroom l' vc dcscrihcd. A major component of the course is
the use of an anthology of primary sources in
a
collection of the works of hoth classic and contemporary
sociologists (this quarter I used Heeren and Mason's Window.1· 011 Socict\'). I find it critical that students and l work
together on "real" sociology, not the predigested materials
found in most textbooks. for each class session. students
arc asked to read two or three articles from the anthology
and to bring short ( 150
response papers for each
article to class. In the response papers. students arc asked
(I) to
and articulate in their own words the
mcnt'' of the article
is the author
to get us to
(2) to show how this article connects to other arhavc rea(L to class discussion, or to other concerns. and (3) to raise
have for the author.
do collect

tion of the response papers is a
component of the
student's
l find that this strategy encourages students not
to read the
material, even to re-read
it, but to have spent some time
the article before
we consider it in class.
the beginning of most class
I ask students lo get into small groups and to share
their response papers and for the group to be ready to report
their discussions to the class at large. These groups take
about ten minutes. The
of the rest of the class
is spent
group reports and following up on
that those discussions elicit.
role is to chalto urge stronger
tions of my own, to
larger
to cornframeworks, and to offer
and contrast the ideas
up. Classes arc
ended
ahout three minutes for a concluding exercise. Each student is asked to take a minute to write a response to the question, "What was the point of today's
class'>" or, "What is the argument made hy the material we
discusscd'I" or, ''What conclusions did we come to today' 1"
In the final two minutes one or two students arc asked to
share these final papers.
While I do not argue from this story that classrooms
should have no instructors, l do suggest that by rcstructurthc power distribution in a classroom we empower students to take on a richer and more rewarding role and we
support students in
and exercising what Carol
(1
and the authors of Women '.v
of' Knowct al.. 1986) describe as voicc--thc ahility to
name oneself and one\ activity in the world. Further, I suggest that collahorativc work makes classroom more fertile
and more effective because collaboration is a better approximation of the character of thinking and of knowledge than
is monologue.
l suggest that each of us create classroom environments and structures that arc isomorphic to
the quest that is our discipline. Just as I ask sociologists to
teach
l encourage historians to teach historichcmists chemically, musicians musically. Such tcachis "tcachcrlcss" since it calls for everyone in the classthe discipline and its questions, its
room to create
and its sense of wonder. •
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the future of the

over what
to my students as I do
to maintain
the
of course
resisted the ··relevance'' movement for years, am in a new place in my
teaching. I have come to focus on ways of knowing and
giving students the skills and
that will inspire
them to teach themselves so much of the information that
historically has been my
These
I work hard to
invest my students with authority in the classroom and to
remove
to the periphery.
A recent
typical of the work I now do.
Wearied
the idea
another frustrating Hurnaniwould not be
as
enthusiastic as I wanted. l determined to devise a course in
which students would carry much of the
for
course content and classroom
was to establish a climate for
to offer
as
The results have
revolutionized my
An interest that had
at my mind for several years
the
of this course. In the
seventies.
everyone l cared to
time with had read Thoreau's
Walden numerous times; rnosl hauled around
thumbed and
tion for life wcll-livccl.
attitudes toward Thoreau's work \Vere
different. In the
s and corporate ladder cl
Thoreau's
ill
and individual
transcendence often bred disbelief or even open
was curious to sec how (]cncration reacted to this classic,
so 1>Valden became the foundation from which l built a course
around the theme
lo
influence the students' response to a work dear to me, l loPond near the campus and
a
When \VC first discussed Waldrn in
the classroom, the students were unable, or
to
The next
freed from a windowless cave.
tain their
for the ritualistic
bath as the mist rose off

or

ism not
but desirable.
seemed to ··feel"
Thoreau rather than
··know" him.
went to a local test
to read and
discuss Wordsworth late one
afternoon. The
in full bloom weren't
Wordsworth's daffodils. hut
were close
the
emotional inspiration. We went to a
museum to check out the architecture in an elegant turn-ofthc-century house in connection with our discussion of Edith
Wharton's The House of' Mirth. Having no way to predict
the success or failure of these trips, I chose to let each class
session develop as naturally as possible, guided by student
interest and response, rather than work toward a desired
outcome. Without exception, these were among the most
successful classes. As the students assumed ownership of
the course, their interest and commitment grew dramatically.
For example, students came to class actually having read
the material. As l withdrew from the discussion, students
each other for input. Occasionally putting groups
of students in charge of providing background, conducting
class discussions. and formulating study questions increased
their appreciation of the research process and the
for
They also
the
well in support of
who would soon he
their own audiences.
Other
that quarter, both
to
for the students.
used
a circle of conversation rather than the traditional lecture
as the ex.·
whose talents and
for the class.
these guests, a
was to make real
student-world connections between the classroom content
and popular culture while still maintaining curricular
led us to a consideration of opera. Most of
my students arc from a rural area, and none had any real
exposure to opera. The movie Philadelphia has a wonderful segment in which a Maria Callas aria
the dramatic
for a
scene. We watched the scene a
number of times,
more and more on the power of
watched the Three 'frnors· 1990
concert in The Catacomhs and then listened to part of the
Stadium. These concerts worked
I 994 concert
well because the tenors included some American music that
to the
to
their car.
member on campus who has
13
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from the
from La Boheme as well as
familiar with "Summertime," most of the students had no
idea it is opera.
"The
from
Mozart's Die Fledermaus in English rather than German
further removed the mystery from what had been an alien
form for the students. On the
I
had such
a successful unit in a Humanities class.
Other
successful.
connections to classical music
Jar music the students knew and then the classical source
for the
They were amazed that "A Whiter Shade of
Pale" takes its melody from Bach's "Air on the G String"
and that the theme music from the movie JO is Ravel's "Bolero." "The Ode to
from Beethoven's 91"
led to requests for another performance centered on the connections between hymn melodics most of the students were
familiar with and their classical origins. Still another
a
brass quintet played classical and contemporary
for
the class. In each case, my request was the same. I wanted
the performers to work from popular culture to high culture, the familiar to the remote. I am past the point of lamenting what students ought to know, hut don't. Wordsworth
said. "What we have loved/Others will love, and we will
teach them how." For me. the "how" has become more critical than the "what."
One of the most successful adventures for the students
occurred inadvertently, hut it has become a staple when I
teach this course. In conjunction with a discussion of Impressionist painting, I had planned to create a slide show
accompaniment of Van Gogh paintings with Don McLean's
"Vincent." a song all the students could sing but for which
none knew the artistic connection. Time and circumstance
my pulling together more than the materials
CD player, CD) for the project. l lappily, that
fortuitous. It occurred to me that constructing this show
ought not to he my task. I was not the one who needed to
make connections, exercise judgment, or create synthesis.
These were skills the students needed to acquire. l went to
class and gave the students the slides, the CD. and a few
instructions. At the end of the hour they had produced, rehearsed, and performed a professional quality slide show
which they then took on the road to a few other classes taught
by adventurous instructors. As successful as their presentation was, the process was much more important than the
finished
The
of that statement is
in the past I have done
slick lectures or
in such an environment.

where I assumed a more
when I went to
active role in creating seminar presentations and participatwith my
We shortchange undcrover their
educations.
The
beginning with this Humanities class
became one of the most empowering experiences
professional career. The empowerment was not my own hut
my students·. Fired with enthusiasm by the success of one
outdoor venture, they were receptive to practically any
allowing them
at eye level with
the freedom of silences so that thinking could take place,
to their own culture while also leading
to more traditionally recognized cultural icons,
me to he co-learner with them. I had to
up control, to he comfortable with what sometimes
the appearance of chaos, and to he happy as a facilitator.
I still sec most of the students from that class often.
They come in to talk with me about Thoreau or Wharton or
Mann. They come in to share their insights into a painting
that leads them hack to Wordsworth. They come in with
music I ought to hear, hooks I ought to read, trips I ought to
plan for my current students. In short. they come in to share
with me an education that continues.
The world
requires us to be skilled in accessing
information. Technology has rendered many of the old ways
of knowing inadequate. l worry about the future of liberal
education, hut l have determined to be proactive. If l can
meet students where they are. touch realities in their worlds,
and teach them how to make connections to that other world
that is more cultured. intellectual, and liberal, they will be
in a position someday to teach themselves the illusive facts
and figures that l have historically held up with such auChaucer says of the Oxford Cleric, "gladly would he
learn and
teach." The real value of education rests in
our students the desire to be lifelong learners. We do
that concept for them. These days 1 openly
with classroom dynamics and activities, announcing ahead of time our collaborative effort in charting
new territory and asking afterwards for student evaluation.
Students generally rise lo the occasion and willingly assume
responsibility and accountability.
position in the classroom has doubled. not diminished. I learn and l teach. And
both gladly.
Sometimes l still fret over not living up to standards or
the purists, but I know more of my students are better prepared to augment their own educations in future. I came to
this current place with difficulty. Having gone through my
own undergraduate career cager to soak up everything from
professorial
l haven't easily given up the pedestal l
I acquired
divine right when I took a Ph.D. Sometimes I still miss the me-centered classroom, where I stand
in the stunning
hut I've relinquished the podium
and moved the students to center stage. •

of

"She
wonderful 1
for my paper on education.
ahout homeless children, she
ahout the
school."

their fears.
were worried ahout violence and gang
ahout peer pressure that silences
in the

tion. What hcttcr way,
to get them involved with
experts in the field, those who cared
to take the
time to talk to curious and somewhat
freshmen and,
ahovc alL those who cared
to be teachers out of the
classroom.
friend in Education-warm.
responsive- touched my student in a way that years of trainrn
could not have ensured. What is it then.
that makes a classroom'> Or. for that matter. a teacher'>
One answer lies in the
paper cutouts of
and
autumn leaves.
and Santas, shamrocks and hearts
that dance across our
memories of
school
rooms. After countless years of
rooms with walls the color of

or
isn't a classroom, not
cutouts:
arc cmhlcmatic of what teaching is all about.
This classroom is not
a row of scats: it is a
orchard or forest or the Cnitcd Nations or
Samsa 's
nightmare. Beckett's
is not all hlcakncss: it is comedy, too. Dickens\ H!euk House is not just a mystery about
who Esther's mother is: it is about the way human
contends
entropy.
Years ago, when I was struggling fruitlessly to understand what was then modern art~ the black-and-white
shapes of Rohcrt Motherwell. the wild
of .Jack·
son Pollock, the
arrangements of Stuart Davis,
for instance· a friend of mine told me
to look at the
of the
That is
find. It is
of ideas not the thicket

but the patterns that resolve themselves into
the
that, as
says. is
and
fold. fallow, and
have a wide and varied
all of us. It mcludcs
the
evocative
of the literature we teach. the
texture of the words and the
of the ideas, the
and shades of the "terrible
that we read
also have our students: the one who
on a
shift
someone else's
the paraplegic in a wheelchair: the young
woman in the first stages of rctinosa pigmcntosa: the hright.
untrained young man who was told he wasn't ''college material." And we have students like the woman with six children
at the beginning of a
literature class.
called out to me that while she had hccn washing dishes the
heforc, she had been thinking of Dante. We have in
front of us a
of untold stories at which we can only
guess.
paper, we arc
I once
classroom. It
have hecn
The few students were sitting attcnamidst the dust and rubble, while the blue
shone
in ahovc.
had no books, no paper, no pcncils---only
their teacher. That picture needs to he posted in the clec·
tronic classroom, next to the pristine coolness of the corn·
putcrs: in the clean and
lecture hall, where chalk
and blackboards abound: and in the scrninar room with the
tahle. It needs to he
from the trees
for outdoor classes, fearing neither
lt needs to be scanned into my home
page, where strangers arc welcome to learn what
will
ahout
and world literature classes or about resources for Victorian literature. A teacher's canvas is her
classroom, wherever it is: a teacher's student is whoever
becomes part of that
I think that is
my
colleague spoke so openly to my composition student about
homeless children and tlwir plight in heing educated, and
she was willing to he so open and so vulnerable.
So, gathering our gear. we step into whatever classroom
1s
us, indoors or out. electronic or architectural. We
sit on park benches and on buses, at lunch counters and in
our offices. And we confront all the
of life itself.
How do we put off the elements together. now that we have
all been drawn
in this neutral space, this territory
of its own until we create it' 1 With Poland all the others, we pick up our hrnshcs
and
And
the frisson of an·
as we walk into whatever space we have hccn
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that the materials that arc asStudents sometimes
to them arc not relevant to their lives. Their world is a
visual, media-oriented world.
watch music videos. watch
the so-called Real World on MTV, and surround themselves with
the music of their
Therefore, it is not
that
statistics suggest that students watch too much television and arc
and uncritical
of the information that emanates
from the television and movie screens and the radio stations around
is also found in many college
this country. This same
classrooms. Teachers sometimes find that
must
to
engage their students. At a recent SJ\MLA conference in
Savannah, l overheard two professors voice their frustration over
lack of student participation somewhat humorously. One said she
sometimes tells her classes, "I know
out there. I hear you
" The other agreed. asking if there'. was not a basic minimal pulse rate requirement for college admission.
tion classes at my former college in Florida, I
on students' interest in the popular culture of film. video, music and teleactivities to work well with my
vision. I have found the
students, enlivening the classroom and increasing student interest.

Definition
In introducing the definition essay or paragraph, I have used
clips from films and television to focus on the definition of stcreoand the prevalence of stereotyping in the media.
cal ly, l have shown rny students brief clips from the
Pera Pan. For example, the segment in which the Indians
"What Makes the Redman Red" is an excellent example of the
stereotypes used to portray Indians and mothers-in-law.
Or a segment from the mermaid
shows the stereotype of
female. Elsewhere in the film, Peter complains that
he used as a

for a discussion of
is Married ii·irh Children, where one can observe the dumb blonde. the
nerd, the
husband, the la;:y housewife, and the
househusband. These clips illustrate the power of
to make a definition clearer to the reader.

After introducing the structure of the cause and effect essay. l
have
students in discussions of whether the cartoon series The Simpsons is a realistic or unrealistic depiction of family
life. Only a short ten minute segment of the show is nc::cdcd to
bring the discussion to life. and students
have strong re··
sponses to hoth
l then have students work in groups
to come up with reasons to support their
These groups
then share their
\Vi th the class. Other television shows
that illustrate
work. and medicine could
work as well.

the
or
include a diSCUSSiOn Of fallacies and rmHYl<>'.<n
that these detract from a sound argument. However, to
illustrate the
of these in many discussions and arguments, l have used clips from talk shows to make the point. Talk
shows such as Geraldo Rivera, Ricki Luke, and Mon/cl Williwns
and
programs such as Rush Umhaugh arc easy sources of
verbalized fallacies and propaganda techniques. I have also shown
taped copies of television commercials to illustrate the different
types of emotional appeals (such as the use of glittering generalities, transfer. and bandwagon) used by advertisers. Students seem
to
finding the faulty reasoning in televised materials.

Of all of the different types of patterns of organization that I
have covered in my composition classes, comparison and/or contrast seems to he the one that is the most media friendly. After I
introduce the different ways of structuring and organizing the comparison/contrast
I use a
of media as practice
materials for my classes. For instance. one election year, I videotaped the presidential and vice presidential debates. showed segments to my classes. and had them compare and contrast the candidates. The exercise enlivened the class. made them more politically aware. and later culminated in a formal paper.
I have also shown video clips from late night talk shows such
as those hosted by Jay Leno and David Letterman and had classes
compare and contrast these as well. l have also had classes compare and contrast music videos. For example, I showed one class
Bruce
video War and had them compare and contrast it with a protest video by various
artists called Sun
Cir\'. I have had classes compare and contrast different types of
music, bringing my tape
to class to set the mood. I have
had students compare and contrast two wmks of art, and once I
had students compare and contrast a photograph of the singer
Madonna with a Florentine painting of the Madonna. Working
with these highly visual and sometimes auditory media helped my
students understand the necessity of specific detail to clarify their
points.
I have found incorporating different forms of the popular rnlture in my composition classes to he re\varding in a number of
ways. Students seem to he able to sec the relevance of the material more
and relate the: concepts to their lives. In addition.
these activities provide my studt:nts and me with a change of pace
from the typical lecture mode of instruction. Finally. I have found
these materials and therefore parthan
might otherwise. While
some of the
sdcctions that l have used haw worked better
than others. l find that the benefits of
with media
far exceed the risks. •

l missed out on the
lunar
more than
one way. In 1969, I
harcly seven years old and too young to
to watch the
Many years
hi'> enthusiasm and lack of okep
that fateful moment.
l think I must have been about nine when I
to realize:
there was more to life than our earth and the same path trodden to
and from school every
I was fourteen l knew I wanted
to be an astronaut as sure as l was bashful to admit I wanted Farah
Fawcett. who other kids had forhiddcn posters of taped inside their
lockers. When I was fifteen I knew I would never he an astronaut:
I had
the six-foot-three mark our
coach
marked on the
of the door that led to the track and footba 11
stadium. That day I walked home past the hohhy store that sold
Estes rockets and exact Revell models of Apollo space craft. knowinsidc these models in my
would now never
be
Shuttle and offered some hope:
even - were allowed to orbit
the earth in what looked like an airliner made comfortable by havrnost of the scats taken out. Still later, after a seminar in SL'VC!l·
tccnth-century poetry in my Masters pro!!Lllll at Ohio University,
I saw on a
black-and-white tv a teacher along with other hu·
man beings explode into aerial death. I thought, "It'll he a
time before they il't another teacher into space.
arc
too
worried about the bad PR and maybe lawsuits from parents of traumatill'd school kids."
I establish somewhat at length my longtime interest in the space
program because I sec a definite connection between it and CJ SAMS
to teach interactively across vast distances.
Ci SAMS also offers that romantic
of the

human condition. while
cal functioning.
What I want to offer now arc some of my
as a
(iSAMS astronaut in the hopes that some of you will want to join
tht program and also in the hopes that some of you will not want
to join the prngram--·C!SAMS is not for L~vcryone ··you either like
it. take to it, or you don't like it. and don't take to it.
Sometime in the spring of 199), I was called into the headquarters of our Vice President for Academic Affairs and briefed on
a new program. This program would involve teaching English
composition to a selective and sckctcd group of high-SAT score
seniors in high schools as close as a twenty-minute drive and as
far as an hour's drive away from Darton
The course would
school, that's

speakillg.
meant that I would have' to be on c·~unpus hy
two \I eeks hcforL' the·

1umpcd at the
it
to he a
member when
such dccic;ions. But there WLTC
als11 inccntiYcs overload pay for
the
classload.
the chance to work with brilliant students, and most of all. the
challcc to
off a
first. When I considered all the
tc:sts and sacri ficts the astronauts had to make in the space program according to Tom Wolle 's The Right
sperm Ill a
tt:st tuhc was one of the easiest tasks outlined in that program). l
well at case.
here I come~ (my
soon s~ud. almost too
I thought, ·'Class meets on the ai(·).
decision to jump was aho rewarded
Coordinator of Distance Learning and
l want
tu stress how important the combination of technology and the
human ckmcnt is in the endeavor of (}SAMS education.
Whrn I
I faced the
first
in the morning. on an e:vcryday basis more or less, with the Coordinator of
Distance I
and
1or

7 a.m., <:heck-in Ume
!\fake sure all other sites arc up and running. SitC··focilitators and teachers must he on-site to check that the equipment. including microphones. video, Elmo projector. fax.
and phone arc working. Given the combination of human
nature~ and technology. problems were frequent, especially
at the beginning.
The instructor, site facilitators, Southern Bell, CL!. and,
thank ()od, the Coordinator of Distance LL:arning and Technology. had to work out
such as the loop of the
schools not being complete (someone at South·
cm Bell had not made the correct switch connection, for
We had to deal with the sound not coming in or
so well that a premier Hollywood Sci-Fi productiun would receive an Academy Award for such a perfected
sound affect (the Coordinator of Distance Learning and
had to serve as a liaison between CL!, Southern Bell, and the individual sites).
\Ve dealt with sound hut no video: video but no sound:
··rrn.1e·n·· video and no sound: one schllol not having fundfor another toner cartridge for tht fax.: students being
locked out early in the morning from their cxpcnsivt
(;SAMS-room: and finally, acts of CJod, such as a tornado
with reception dishes in one county and a beaver
L·hcwing through cable for balance in another county. And
finally. the Coordinator of Distance I.earning did discover
that faulty equipment had been installed and the installation not been correctly done either, at more than one site.
Hut I want to stress the
FirsL I was a CiSAMS astronaut: I wasn ·t
for NASA or the Sovic~t Union, in a shell of
111L'tal under a veil
secrecy: I v.;as on safe ground
controlkd hy the
of
Any
or
took
gravitv ofte~rra firma experienced as the· Coordinator and

up
illg summer school.
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played soccer with a
yellow
canjust outside
classroom. Most beautiful of all, tbe links
the GS AMS

dents.
school teachers.
sclors. even parents,
with the Darton
the term and program "Partners-in-Excellence" new mcanAt this
it must also he said that without the Coordinator
hctwccn the
of Partners-in Fxccllcnce, wh() laid the
could not have offered any CiSAMS
institutions. Darton
instruction whatsoever. lt
more than expert
skills to
schools in a program that
some he
as one that robs the
school stu·
dents from what would have been their
scheduled Enclasses, or worse. a program that involves "all that technology stuff." Furthermore, key
at all schools.
tions, were
for
involvvision to be
into existence.
other than space travel, the boat was
cation when GSAMS instruction was introduced as a possibility. l
believe the boat will continue to be rocked and be rocking for some
time to come, but we must reali1.e again that boat or space travel is
not for everyone. and never will be for everyone. This acceptance
docs not mean, however. that GSAMS education should not he
furthered, because it is highly effective. One short-term measure~
ment of effectiveness came one year later, just before Christmas,
when l had finished teaching the second English I 0 l composition
class via GSAMS to high school students taking advantage of the
Post-Secondary Option. This year's class had 29 students
up,
out of their own volition, and out of an entire quarter's worth of
our daily encounters, only one day had technical problems.
Once the kinks were ironed out in the first-year pilot program
class. l was gratified and somewhat surprised that the boundaries
between the different institutions (high school and college) were
transcended. The walls of the individual classrooms disappeared
and geographical distances became irrelevant as the students came
together in one classroom that met on the air. Interaction between
students and the instructor was instantaneous, This instantaneous
interaction resulted from the technology: whoever speaks appears
on the television monitor. Thus. the cascading of alternating and
numerous faces in no particular order erases the boundaries of the
classrooms as individual sites.
FurthL'rrnorc. the voice-activated technology encourages a
more active student participation. To be seen, that is, to be part of
the class, the student must be heard. that is, he or she must speak.
Furthermore, the voice-activated video technology has the advantage of not necessarily making the instructor the focal point of the
class and so encourages poor-based learning to its fullest extent.
In summary, distance learning, such as offered by CJSAMS, in this
case English composition, allows some of the more traditional
boundaries of passivc and containcd learning to disappear. It is
ironic that television technology, which we associate with passivity. becomes such an active tool in learning.
The hands-on learning experience of the classroom in which
all students are physically present in one locale is not lost in the
classroom. Students use facsimile machines to
distance
their
In addition,
the instructor is able to collect timed in-class essays via facsimile
and return these and other
in a manner at kast as
timely as in the traditional classroom. Another
of using
the facsimile method is that the
is able to retain copies
of the srndcnts · work for
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space-age travel used in GSAMS
and
by old-fashioned automobile travel to have
contact between the instructor and students at the individual sites.
Thus. some days the class can be broadcast from school X or Y
Such visits should be
to a minimum, and arc mostly useful in
the
stages if some
difficulties threaten to
lower morale. Phone office hours as well as the availability of email communication also facilitate the interaction between stuthese f(1rn1s ()f C()fnrnunicati<)n are
dents and the instructor
resources: full benefits of instruction can be achieved from
live interaction on the air
scheduled class time and will be
the norm, I believe. as soon as GSAMS
and
are up to par.
To conclude, I wish to report on the academic success of the
students
rn
courses offered via GSAMS
hy Darton
and ask for a new
Students cur~
rently have a l OCYk completion rate and receive an average grade
of J.O on a 4.0 scale upon successful completion of a course. These
students arc high·calibcr students headed mostly for the creme de
la creme four-year institutions upon graduation from high school.
As a C1SAMS astronaut. I wonder if students of lesser academic
ability would hc well served by a composition course offered by
GSAMS. I say. borrowing from a Robert A. Heinlein book title,
"Have Spacesuit. Will Travel." The State of Georgia generously
pays for the adventure. and I know some of us just can't afford to
as well as the givpass it up. Either way, we: are on the
end. •
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From the time was 14 years old. I knew I wanted to be
a
When l
a fossil out of the
and
realize that I am the first human to ever sec it or realize that
it has not seen the
of
for 400,()00.000 years. the
new species or genera, and
the climate and
of the earth millions of years ago is fun.
of the hunt, the
and the
is
difficult to convey to non-scientists. I did not hccomc a
paleontologist by
had many mentors and teachers.
parents were a major influence, but equally important has been my lifelong association with three university
faculty members-Alan Horowitz and Gary Lane from Indiana University and Brad Macurda then from the University
Michigan. I went fossil collecting with Horowitz
and Macurda while still in junior high school. I asked a
million questions, and they answered them all. \Ve were
not in a classroom; we were sitting on outcrops of rock in
sweltering heat and freezing cold, but they were teaching
and l was learning. Alan took me to Indiana University
when I was l 6, and gave me a job as a student assistant in
the Geology Department. It was my first joh as a researcher.
and it was great. These men taught me about fossils and
paleontology, and showed me that learning is fun and exciting. not dull and boring. They also taught me about the
love of teaching and the joy of working with students. In
their minds and in mine, teaching and research have equal
significance in making a university faculty member a scholar.
Today, when I step in front of a class. it is true that teaching is a requirement of my job that enables me to pursue my
research into the history of life on earth. To me, however.
teaching is much more than that. I have the opportunity not
only to teach the students factual information (which they
will probably forget in a few weeks or months). but to instill in them the joy of discovery that they will carry for a
lifetime regardless of their field of study. As university faculty, we have the responsibility to prepare the next generation of students to he involved. productive members of society and to have the broad historical perspective that we
associate with educated people. but we also have to teach
them that lifelong learning is a joy rather than a burden.
How do we do that' 1
In my
I show numerous slides from
fortune to do fieldwork
China.
and
the United States. in addition to having visited
museums all over Europe. The fir\t person di-;c11-;-;ion cs-

or

tablishes my credibility as a
member. but it also
the seed that anyone can do this type of work with the proper
dedication and hard work.
In our advanced classes in the
work very
with our students
field in virtually every class. requiring them to do outside
projects as a part of the class. and by encouraging them to
conduct independent research. This hands on approach to
instruction has been an integral part of our teaching philosophy since the department was founded in 1967, and it
has been very successful. With this approach. teaching and
research converge toward a common theme-getting undergraduates involved in real world experiences. Grants and
contracts become vehicles to encourage student participation. and they provide the necessary funding to carry on the
work. When students collaborate with faculty, they arc more
likely to get caught up in the excitement of the subject matter rather than simply viewing it through the dulling filter of
a textbook. This experience provides the students with educational opportunities they would not normally sec until
reaching graduate school.
This approach requires that the faculty remain professionally active. Conducting research, sending in grant proposals, and publishing arc not optional. These activities
become extensions of teaching, and become an essential part
of the successful faculty experience. Juggling teaching responsibilities and research desires can be difficult when the
activities remain separate. Even when the two arc merged
into a common theme, the time frustrations do not go away.
Geology alumni from UWG have successfully completed Masters and Ph.D. programs at universities throughout the United States. and arc leaders today in companies
and government organizations. Most still work in geologically related careers, hut some have chosen other paths. Our
practical hands on approach to undergraduate education has
served our alumni well as they pursue the challenges associated with responsible positions in modem society. We
remain committed to research oriented instruction at the undergraduate level, although it can he time consuming and
occasionally frustrating, because it pays off in the end. This
approach will not work in every department and in every
field of study. but where appropriate, it is far superior to the
standard lecture based model of education. •
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""She is so
"These
unsolicited criticisms l hear from stuthcir instructors. On the other hand.
favorable comment on my student cvaluamost
tions involves the manner in which
classes.
These observations arc consistent with the results of a recent survey of the Academic Honor
students at our
campus. In this survey, we asked that the students
and rank order the most important characteristics of an instructor as
relate to excellence in the teaching and learning process. The top three characteristics
identified
of the subject,
of
and
were
class organization.
"on class
organization stems from a
U.S.
During that career more than seventeen years
were spent in various military and civilian schools either as
a student or as an instructor. Each assignment as an instructor began with mandatory participation in an Instructor's
Training Course to study methods of instruction. In each of
these courses, they stressed organization as a
fundamental to success. With this background, one could suppose that it is only natural that I have very organized classes.
The organization of classes is not a revolutionary idea
and in no way do l claim to be an authority on the
of
organization. With these two cautions in mind. the following organizational
and suggestions arc offered. These
are techniques most frequently cited by my students as enhancements to the
and learning process.

- Provide each student a syllabus containing the course
objectives and how they will he met, the dates of each examination, the tentative dates for covering each portion of
the course, homework assignments for the entire course and
the grading policy of the course.
Follow the course outline in the syllabus. If a change
is necessary (for example a change in an exam date is required). allow the students to help you set a new date. This
encourages the students to take partial ownership in the
lahus and course conduct. On a more practical level, it may
remind some students that there is a
- Relate the course to other courses
the students and those courses to be taken later. If posmasiblc and reasonable, relate the course to the
to show the course as a
jors of the students. This

in their education process rather than an end in itself. This
well when done as a part of the first class
and then followed up in later classes with short referrals of
material to other courses or

Prepare and review your class notes hcfore entering
the classroom. A strong beginning sets the tone for
the class. l rncertainty and fumbling through your notes
at the beginning also set the tone, a somewhat less desirable one. for the class 1
Test all demonstrations and visual aids before the class
You want to be sun.:
work and will work
at the time you want to introduce them. The teaching
to be made as well as class attention dwindles
as an instructor struggles to remember or find
out for the first time how to turn on the video projector, overhead projector, computer, etc. You may also
want to know where the spare bulbs are located.
Review the highlights of the previous class at the beginning of each new class. At the same time outline
the objectives of the current class and show how they
arc related. This one simple technique continues to
receive the
praise from my students.
Summari1.e the highlights of the day's lecture at the
end of each class.
As stated earlier, these are very simple and basic suggestions for organizing a class. Yet. as simple as they arc.
they do demand a significant amount of preparation time by
the instructor. The result will he well worth the price. for if
organization is not the most important characteristic of teaching excellence. it is certainly one of the essential
fundamentals. •

The recent issue ol Adu Ir f:.d11c111io11 (hwrrcr!Y features an article entitled
Culture. and
Culture" that hest
of the recent months. In this
cannot take place in isolation:
systems shared hy others
is not
1s itself an evolving
for mcmhcrship.
mcmhcrship . .,identity.
and social
<rnnther"
l ).
;\ward and
Being awarded hoth the Distinguished
the Rl'.gcnts· Distinguished Pro!Cssor of
validation for my choice and
surface these awards arc a
However. tlll a deeper !eve I.
progress in my chosen
these awards arc a culmination of the
that I ha\ e had
in this process of
faculty of Kennesaw State
teaching. service and research. in that order. Blending the visit'n
of a chair and faculty member has allowed for a diffeffnt perspective for these awards. The value in receiving these awards is ,:nhanced hy what I can give hack to the students. faculty. stafL insli
tution. and my two academic disciplines of Comrnunicatiu11 and
Adult Education. This status r,:pon reflects what I han: chmen 10
give back to the stakeholders of education. The givi11g back could
not have occurred without the direct help of all these educational
stakeholders. The next sections of this status report rl'vicws the
of
the award and the emergence of the institutional vision for the award. Additionally. my vision of 'Norkin.!!
with th,: other system ·wide recipients of the award and my resultwill be discussed.

In early July. I recei\ed a phone call from Dr. Ed Rugg announcing that I would he named the Regents' Distinguished Pro!Cssor
and I ,earning for Kennesaw State
this award on the heels of
was extremely honored about
winning the Distinguish,:d Teaching Award for Kennesaw State
Uni\'Crsity. The Regents' Distinguished Professor
and
Learning is an award granted that i:; system-wide for twenty-nine
institutions in the system havL' identified teaching first in their
mission. Each of the institutions was gi\en funding with the unthat therL' would be: an institutional
fund to
enhance teaching and
act as a collahorativc/consultant for
tution. I also was
a short window of time to map mn a
for
this on our campus.
both a chair and faculty member ga\'C me an intriguing
tat ion of the
just hL'en thruugh the· accreditation
cornprocess. having a communication niurse with a

poncnt added to the core and
concern over the impact of
on adult
l did the logical
I asked for
assistance. As I noted earl icr in Jacobson ·s ( 1996) article
cannot take
in isolation. The
culture is
collaboration. So I set forth to collaborate both naWhat would enhance learning and
at KSlr' What would be useful besides a series of interand workshops led by the recipient of the award
(of course these would be interesting)'> What would integrate my
philosophy of teaching as "connectedness"·> I started phone call"
furiously. Nationally, I called Dr. Roy Berko at the National
Communication Association. I explained that I had a budget to begin to lay the foundation for a project that would meet the
teaching and learning needs identified at my institution.
Dr. Berko relayed that after being through the accreditation
process this year, several institutions in the Southeast were encouraged to increas,: communication across the curriculum. Hav
just been added to the Core Curriculum as an institutional op
tion ourselves. I asked for some names of leaders in the field that
might be of assistance. Dr. Berko gave me the names of Dr. Mike
Cron en of Radford University. and Virginia and Dr. Sherry Morreale
of the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. These colleagues would become key
in my emerging proposal for a
Performance/Presentation Fnhanccment Center at Kennesaw State
Both Croncn and Morreale have been leaders in developing
Communication Across the Curriculum programs. Such programs
have been irnpkmented over the past
years. however.
in the last five years data has been collected hy Cronen and Morreak
which supports the usefulness of such programs. Much of their
work has been published in the 1ournal Communicmion Monogmplzs. Dr. Berko gave me Dr. Cronen 's home number. I was
worried about calling him at home on summer break. but Dr. Berku
assured me that Dr. Croncn was dedicated to any project which
enhances communication skills of students. [called Dr. Cronrn 's
home and ask,,d to speak with him. His spouse shared with me
that he was not home at the time but would happily call me hack.
I asked if it was a problem calling at home and she shared "You
have called the right man. Dr. Crnnen will help the comrntmication cause day or night." I share such detail because l learned S<l
much about peuple's dedication to learning through this process
of planning a center. I have been in awe of the c:ncrgy and dedication acrnss disciplines and institutions alike. The power of the
learning culture is ali\·e. well and humbling. Both Dr. Berko and
Dr. Crnnen sent me packets of rL'Search articles on the
implc"Communication Across the
mcntation and research
Curriculum" programs. Thc'se programs focused on the teaching
of commu11ication. but did not include a
component
which was the second
of the
usually htlllSL'd in departments and ust~d
rectcd
only. The part l was looking tor was to link the
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communication skills enhancement with the
techfor ways that students could meet in
was also
groups in a safe environment, have internet connection to work
from notebooks
computers). and have some
available
to
of their
number two
of the process. l
called Dr. Martha Myers at KSU and discussed
ideas.

effects of the awards at the institutions.
the
for papers, articles and
at national conferences. which would showcase
the innovations in teaching within our system. This data could
also
on the Post-Tenure Reconcise
ancc in

munication skills with
that this was a new area on academic campuses and added
that she would like to assist in the
and
of

the

baseline for the

winners will be at the Board of

sionals,

a short turnaround time, I was able to conceptualize a
that would enhance teaching and
11eed that surfaced from the SACS accreditation process.
Performance/Presentation
idea

a
rmmication and
It would
be staffed with both communication and
assistants that
would help students, staff and faculty with presentation ski! ls. group
projects and using presentation software to enhance
Dr. Rugg listened to my presentation, added to my ideas, and shared
it with Dr.
She added her ideas and the Performance/Presentation Enhancement Center was
Dr.
presented the idea to the
Vice Chancellor and the green
was
to the project. The Performance/Presentation Enhancement Center has been
an institutional home in the redirected
Instructional Resource Center at KSU. As Dr. Rugg and dislearncussed, this center is designed to prepare students for both
ing and workforce environment. Dr.
envisions this center as
more than a writing, communication or audio visual center. Rather,
this center attempts to meet the demands of the workforce for both
developing the professional communication skills and
skills of our students, the future employees of the community. Users
of the facility will have a place for the design and implementation
of all varieties.
this
would be available for classroom use for
such classes as the new Core COM I 09
as Human Communication, which uses presentation software as part of the focus.
Because of the collaborative
of
colleagues, my ideas as both a chair and
member were enhanced to further meet the needs of our students, staff and
This initiative has underscored the power of the teaching and learning culture in my disciplines and most
at our instituti on.

The

and Vision

In a memo dated November 20, 1996. Dr. Linda S. Williams,
Faculty Development Coordinator for the Board or Regents, called
for a sharing of what was being implemented at each institution
the Regents' Distinguished Professors of Teaching and Learning.
Additionally, she called for volunteers to take a leadership role in
organizing the winners of this award.
In
I will be meeting with Dr. Williams to both pro·
mote~ and document the progress of this system-wide award. First,
I will he
to her the progress of the
of
the center. Secondly, I would like to start a data hase of the
These data would also addrc'SS
mcth-

ing.

The collaborative nature of the professional development section of my journey continues. While chairing this Communicasevcral directed studies, I had a powerful, productive,
fall quarter. As a recipient of the Governor's
Fellowship, Dr. Tricia Kalivoda of the
of
kindly redirected my curriculum to include a crash course
and
Besides
numerand
on communication.
to both the Adult Education and Communication national conferences.
I attended the American Association of the Adult Education
Conference November 1-2, to learn about developments in adult
education and technology. I attended, at the request of President
the Students in Transition conference sponsornl by Dr. John
Gardner and networked with faculty
the campus techcentcr concept. November 22nd to llic 25th, l attended the
National
Communication Conference in San
California, where I attended short courses by Dr. Mike Croncn and Dr.
Morreale. I also attended short courses on assessment communication skill enhancement of students. While on the West coast,
for Dreamworks. I was given
a tour oft he
between Kennesaw State
and Dreamworks.
This has been a five month update of my journey as a Regents' Distinguished Professor of Teaching and Learning. None
of this would have been possible without the collaborative willingness of the many stakeholders in the process. •
Jacobson. W. ( 1996). Learning, culture and learning culture.
Adult Education Quarterly. "n_ 15-29.
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The CiDvernor and (lcner:il
tzcnts, initiative to ere-ate and fund a
gram in each of the
vcrsities. The purpose of this program is to enhance
at
and universities
the state.
The enhancement of
l helicvc, hcst ac-

classroonL
We arc all aware that academic disciplines arc different Mcth()(!s that arc
successful at teaching puhlic law may not he as
successful at
arL
this, we all realize that teachers, students, and class sections arc also differcnL There is no
"one-size-fits air' approach to
quality teaching. One
might he very successful at
a class primarily
through lecture, while another would be equally successful teach·
the same
hy
active learning. Teaching
a I 00 level class is not at all the same as
a 400 level class
in terms of the background
and analytical abilities expected
students.
Our college decided that a theme for the Distinguished Professor Program events would link our activities with a coherent
purpose. The theme for the 1996-1997 series of programs at Coast;d
Community
is "Education for Citizenship 2000."
This theme is derived from the role education has
in the
Western tradition. Socrates taught us that education is a means by
whil'i1 citi,rcns may improve themselves and it is a way to examine
our lives as Aristotle instructed us. The
century will
sec the human qucstiuns raised anew. Education prepares us to
live in this new world.

or

In this fir,! year of the Distinguished Professor of
and Learning, a
of events for the 1996-1997 academic year
have been planned at Coastal
Community
The
planned events will fu11hcr our
of promoting quality teaching. Some ways in which the quality of teaching is enhanced arc'
through the effective use of new technologies and improvements
in our relationship with the communities in our service region.
Both initiatives increase our ability to serve students. Specific activities listed below arc also
planned and implcmcntc'd to
achieve our

skill.s and
and four year schools for students
It adand cxpc'ctations and how we can better prepare students to enter
the wmk force or pursue further academic
Since all stu-

dents rnust \Vork throughnut their

livt_'''<

for faculty who arc
students in a way that they become
gram was held in October 1996.

thi"' l"\'('llt \vas
by the community to teach
workers_ This pro-

stmknts, and members of the
local community with the
of local candidates for
office on relevant public issues_ This program
real world
environment where students could exercise the craft of citi,rcnThis is an outreach event normally covered
the status of the
in the
c'.vent also was held in October 1996.

This is a series of events intended to enhance our relationship
with communities throughout our service region and
ad-·
ditional resources for students_ The evening lecture series will
highlight faculty resources available at Coastal Georgia CormnuCollcgc, while simultaneously promoting both academic enrichrnrnt and a positive public image, The first of these events
was held in November 1996. Dr_ Don Mathews did a presentation
titled "What's True and What's Not True /\bout the American
Economy." This program series will enhance quality teaching by
additional academic resources for classroom instructors_

I .earning technologies such as distance learning, Internet access, and video technologies arc changing the way we learn and
the way we~ teach, Ultimately these technologies should be transparent and used to enhance teaching and not gct in the way of
teaching. Programs involving students who have been taught with
thc;,c teclrnologies, vendors who supply them, and teachers who
ha\c lwcn ;,uccessful using them will help
incorporate learning tcclrnologies into the classroom to enhance the learning experience. Events arc scheduled in February and May of 1997 for this
prograrn.

Senior Arndcmic liccture
intended to cnhancc the academic
environment for
and students in the promotion of quality
tc~iching. /\senior and distinguished
member in the Uni\'<cr.;,ity System will prepare a program of faculty members that
the meaning of academia. Participants will focus on
what it has meant in their lives to be teaehers. They will discuss
sornc of the ways in which they have been successful in teaching
students. This event is scheduled for /\pril of 1997.

Coastal

Web

Coastal (leorgia Community College will establish a prcsCill'l' on the World Wide Web. Information concerning the coik'gc
will be published on the Internet and continually updatccL This
provides literally global exposure for our campus. The web page
is now up and running and is updated monthly (we arc n1rrcntly
an IP address 131.14-t9fU3).
Our campus has taken a collaborative
Professor
in order to l'nhancc
and enhance
fl'cti\encss. Additional events intended to
the programs listed above arc currently
through the
I
Professor Events Committee' •
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For most of my career, I was a cliniI worked with individu-

be absorbed in the intellectual adventure of their own

and

m
moreover, I knew
that l had connected with human beings in a way that was real and that
made a difference. Not surprisingly,
when I made the transition to college

teaching, I hoped to recapitulate this experience in the classroom.
But therapy and
arc not
the same. Students do not come to class
prepared to bare their souls or to una dramatic
in their pcrEducatnot about emoa consequence, the
that work in a
one-to-one relationship do not
work with a sea of faces. I have found,
nevertheless, that one of the methods
of the
namely self-revelation,
docs work. If it is suitably altered to
fit the changed circumstances, it can
promote excellence in teaching.
As has been observed many times.
teaching is a public performance, hut
it is much more than this. As the title
of this
can, and should, involve a
to touch the intellect and the soul of
the student. At its bcsL it can address
the intimate recesses of individuals who
arc
their wmldvicws. Since

out turns out to be
of a certain kind.
revelation, that
revelation whose
purpose is pertinent to the task at hand.

is what is
In the counseling
arena, effective self-revelation is not
If it is
because the
clinician needs catharsis. or because he
or she
in the adulation
of clients, it tends to be
Rather, the
must be to use
of one's life to move a client forward.
It is the latter's needs. and not the
forrner's. which must be central to the
process.
These same considerations
When a
tells stories about himself or herself.
must be
with the
student's interests in mind. Self-revelation in these circumstances can promote three vital function~. I) It can dramatize a
thereby clarifying its
connections with the real-world. 2) It
can suffuse the
with emotion.
it more
and
relevant. 3) It can demonstrate the
and
student.
when

these is
materials under dis-

cussion are controversial and/or are
challenging.
First stories have a way of attractattention.
when
arc
about an identifiable personage. Concrete narratives arc
especially
when
concern a teacher who has a
student's fate in his hands. When an
anecdote is about someone one knows.
it seems real in a way that mere theory
never can. Referring as it docs to ac-

tual events. it feels true, even when it
has been embroidered upon. lt is also
small enough to get one's imagination
around. Stories similarly tend to leave
an indelible mark. They arc remembered and correlated with other events.
Stalin once noted. people arc
the fate of a
the death of
anonymous millions.
Second. classrooms have historibccn preoccupied with
cognitive information. Facts and concepts arc at the heart of the academic
enterprise. As every instructor knows.
students arc forever wondering about
what will be on the test. They instincknow that discrete information
lends itself to discrete questions,
whereas emotional lessons do not. The
latter arc far more amorphous and far
more difficult
Moreover,
emotions arc
especially
when intense. It may thus be difficult
or channel
to construct lesson
classroom interactions. when feelings
arc involved. Nevertheless, emotions

I

can rivet the
and fixate the mind, years
after more civilized instruments have
vanished. Because

Third, in a situation where power
divided, as it is in the classroom,
can
those involved on the same level.
humanizing the
and converting him
into more than a talking textbook, they
can make him seem worth listening to.
People simply care more about individuals who seem to be human. Stories, particularly when they arc slightly
embarrassing. assure the student that
she can
share her vulnerabilities
with someone who is likewise vulnerable. Genghis Khan once ohscrvcd that
he intended to choose as his generals.
not superhuman heroes, but real human
heings whose own limitations would
enable them to fathom the limitations
of their troops. College students too
want to know that their weaknesses will
be
In the social sciences
field is
these characteristics arc all
uscfuL
when
social problems. they enable an instructor to be dramatic, real, emotional, and
vulnerable, which can make the difference between having an impact and
having none. As an example, nowadays candor regarding race relations is
hard to come by. Laypersons of all
backgrounds find that they must he
careful lest they say something that
offends someone else. When these tensions invade the classroom. they can
make students feel uncomfortable.
Thus, the very first week I taught a
course titled ·'Race and Ethnicity," a
student came to me and in hushed tones
revealed that her
were such
that she did not want to share with her
peers. She \Vas afraid, she
that they
be
and she did not want to be so labeled.
is

When confronted with this adrnis:;ion, and a rash of similar reticence, I
faced a dilemma. How was I to get my
students to
discuss, and honconsider, facts that
found so
If I became too academic.
not this make the
so dull
that it turned them off') Or if I forced
them to express themselves, would this
injure the insecure. while driving the
rest into hiding')
I was
tempted to avoid questions that might
excite conflict, l decided this would be
an abdication of responsibility. What
would he the point of taking a course
on race if it never dealt with precisely
those issues where students had the
most to learn')
This is when it occurred to me to
use self-revelation. As a member of our
I have been as much a party to
racial conflict as anyone. I also have
opinions-some of which arc not popular-and vulnerabilities, which enable
me too, to be injured. ! thus decided to
assume the mantle of a role model. L
even hefore I \vas asked, would reveal
some of my
though l knew fullwcll not all of it was praiseworthy. In
order to elicit candor, I would demonstrate candor.
example that in my classroom it was safe
to be human and
One of the stories I told was how
as a young college graduate I worked
for the New York City Welfare Department. Corning, as I did, from a neighborhood in which there were almost no
African-Americans, and being assigned
to work in Bedford-Stuyvesant, one of
the poorest and most dangerous black
areas in the city, I felt almost like a representative of "white civilization." It
today seems
but at the time I felt
a calling to save my poor downtrodden
clients, whom, I was sure, did not know
how to care for thcmsel\·cs.
what
needed was a
dose
compassion, and
academic success.

It was not until I went into
homes. and talked with them face to
face, that I realized
were not waitwith bated breath to be saved
to disme. In fact. it was
cover that as a
care of life's
was less
to
als, who, in many cases, had been struggling, often with remarkable success.
with the indignities ufhoth poverty and
racism. Only in retrospect did it occur
to me that mine was a patronizing attitude born of ignorance and naivete: that
while I might have considered myself
remarkably enlightened and generous,
I was more motivated by a need to feel
superior to, rather than to help others.
The point of this story, I hope it is
clear, is that when considering subjects
like race, we all carry baggage with us.
As a consequence, if we arc to learn to
overcome our initial parochialism, we
must be modest, and consider things
from perspectives not previously entertained. This, I should further note. applies to both blacb and whites. liberals and conservatives, northerners and
Southerners.
The above is
one small application of self-revelation. but it has
worked miracles for me. No longer do
l enter my "Race" course on the defensive. Nor do I chide students for maintaining a self-protective silence. Putting myself on the line tends to break
the ice and to initiate a conversation in
which all those present learn from one
another. Self-revelation may not be appropriate to every classroom situation,
but where it is. it is very powcrt'ul. It
can get things started without a need to
pontificate or to he overly controlling.
/\nd, let me reemphasize, it can be real,
just where reality is most needed. •
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In the
courses I
l expand
definition of "non-traditional student" to include all those

first

course in l 5 years,"
wanted to
I had to wait until my kids were
with 20 years of service."
exude from them as
reach out for some sort of
connection to
their choice to
We as professors hecome, at that moment, their hridgc to
the academic
and to the
have scl for
themselves. Suggesting to these students that
during office hours or give us a call is hardly what
are
seeking. An opportunity to
affect the life of another is a gift which should not he taken lightly.
These non-traditional students
the
of their "back to school fears," sitting in a room full
of strangers, most of whom are young enough to be their
children.
erroneously assume their classmates arc on
the academic cutting edge because of their youth.
have
spent the class attempting to comprehend the academic and
discipline specific jargon we tossed around as a matter of
fact during the
lecture. And
bus has
he covered in the allotted term 1
been blown away. This accounts for their presence
front
of us as the class files out A smile and a
car on
our part may yet save the
but how much better would it
be we could indicate to these students, and the traditional
students as wc!L that
have
to contribute to
the class and we value their
l do not mean to imply that traditional students have
to offer. They simply
their educational
from a different perspective than the non-traditional student. Non-traditional students
have a
greater store of life experiences
reason of their age than
their traditional counterparts who are less than 25 years old.
l am proposing that it is these life
of the nontraditional student that should be tapped to welcome and
bind them to the
of learners. This is an affirmation that
do indeed fit in and that we have a
for
them. Given that the media have bombarded us with imcomwhcre

exthe various countries or
of the world as
may be
in that particular class. This strategy
establishes points of contact with the well-traveled student, students who arc former military, and foreign
students. To make this activity more inclusive, I also designate "experts" on regions of the United States, on suburbia,
and on the counties, cities and towns in the university's service area. This reaches even the students who have never
left Georgia and lets them know that their input is also im()Jl

concept is even discussed I
ha vc asked the
"Where have you come from'>''
"Where have you been' 1"
were you there'!" I inform
all the "experts" that I will be calling on them for their "help"
as the various regions and geographic topics are discussed.
To ensure participation during subsequent lectures, I rouask the questions: "Where are my experts on this place
or that')" and "What were your
of what you
saw''" These activities not
the general knowlbase of the class and stimulate discussion, hut more
offer the non-traditional students a vehicle
may offer valuable contributions based on
their stores of life
in essence, become
vital resources in a class where the instructor cannot possihavc
knowledge of all places and
phenomena.
Admittedly, introductory social science or humanities
courses may lend themselves to such activities more so than
math and science courses. I Iowcver, I believe that with some
each instructor may he able to ferret out ways to
build bridges to the non-traditional students and tap their
life
as learning resources. As professors we
often overlook the power we have to influence the lives of
our students. Even less often do we receive affirmation of
how we may have touched someone who crossed the threshold of our classroom. It seems to me that investing the time
the non-traditional students sec that they have somcto offer the class is time
Maybe on
the next .. first
of class" the student who approaches our
desk after the lecture docs so not out of
but bemade connection.
cause
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separate from
Enrollment patterns in
as all children,

these current
rn
several inissucs arise: what factors influence students' decisions lo major in
education; how
do
students decide to teach a
do students decide to teach a
information hcncfit the
decisions to
m
to ask students to talk with me ahout the process
hccoming a teacher.
classic
research protocol.
met individually with
seven students who
were
or who had
to declare this as their
recorded the initial intcrvicvv,
which students talked ahout their decision and events
that led to that decision.
the end of each interview,
asked students to
a
e-mail me letters, and return for further discussions with me.
to follow these students for four to five
in mind

or

to di scuver that none of the
ish education as a
when
The most influential factor in
success in their first
course.
ing to discover that students with no
study uf a
foreign
made the decision to major in
education \Vhilc enrolled in the introductory I 0 l course. This
would seem to indicate that students who did not take Spanish in high school may choose Spanish as a major if
successful in their first
Spanish course.
the he lief among
and administrators used to be that
the ""core" courses did not
the
findings from
that
of
to follow this trend as new
deficiencies away from senior institutions.

second finding concerns the motivation for
The
in this
without collaboration, used the
hack." When
what
meant
most hccamc emotional. Several recalled a moment when
first realized the power of the
and their subsequent desire to use what
knew to affect change and
Others
how important it had become to
them to influence childrc.n in a
way about people in
other countries. Others confessed that they had been disfrom attending college, and that the success in a
difficult foreign language course had heightened
their self-esteem. They wanted to teach Spanish to show
that all students can learn another language.
A third finding is a sense of awareness of the process of
a
teacher. This was articulated in pardcscriptions of their individual strengths and weaknesses in such
as '"l know
courses) will get
harder, but l can do it; I know l should remember how to
say this in Spanish: You know l said that wrong, hut you
know what l mean: l taught the whole lesson in Spanish; l
was
for not
when I went
to Mexico.,,

or

limstuthe

uf the students in the
as a
I had assumed that they were only enrolled to meet the ''core" requirement. This
has influenced how l approach
those required courses.
To me the data also show that students who declare Spanish
education as a major need mentoring, not just advisement
to
their program of
I believe that the findregarding self-awareness show that students look to their
academic advisors as tutors in the content area, as well as
role models. I am cager to continue the research for this
hoping to inform the way l teach, the
way l advise students, and the way l mentor those who asto join me in my
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Jesus Christ and Forrest
got their
across
with
and similes.
made
in order to teach diffia connection between familiar
thinkcult and
We all know that
is useful. It must he, because we were all tested on the
GRE with "Miller
" Remember "DOG: MISTRESS :: HUSBAND:'I"
One of our most important jobs
one that we frequent! y do not attend to) is to make connections bet ween
our disciplines, courses, and subjects. I have found that my
teaching is more effective and that student learning is enhanced if students can he led to the common ground of
academia. Our colleague in the English Department Laura
Dahundo, addressed this subject in this newsletter in the
Winter 1994 issue ... ''We must strive to break down the
artificial barriers that separate courses in a curriculum .
We hope in doing so that those ultimately artificial divisions and limitations between disciplines would dissolve and
that students would practice the learning that draws intellectual connections in integrated, collahorativc; thinking as
of
part of the growth of knowledge and the
skills to deal with it. So, what arc some connections hctween hiology and economics') Docs the "Law ofThcnnohavc any application outside the sciences'/ ls
between
evolution and
there any

gratification, instinct). In so doing, they
and cumulatively cause population increase
and increased fitness. (Charles Darwin, paraphrased).
Economics: Individuals work and earn wages for selfish reasons (food, shelter). In so doing, they unconsciously
and cumulatively cause societal economic growth and prosperity. (Adam Smith, paraphrased).

("Nature abhors a vacuum": Spinoza, Ethics,Pt.1, Proposition 15) (If you build it, they will come.": Burt Lancaster,
"Field of Dreams")
Vacant habitats will be occupied hy living
organisms l) if the organisms can migrate to the habitat and
2) if the organisms are physiologically/genetically adapted
to the habitat. Vacant ecological niches will be filled by
adapting species I) if appropriate variations occur and 2) if
isolation is effective.
If a market need exists, an entrepreneur
that need l) if investment capital exists and 2) is
space is available. Or, in another phraseology ...
system, vacant markets are soon occu-

""!~"'""'°'evolution'/

in one
I. J,inear connections, in which
discipline lead to changes or new paradigms in another discipline. Linear connections are well described
James
Burke of the PBS television series "Connections." An example of a linear connection is the development of the printing press and its effects upon the spread of the Protestant
Reformation, which then had effects on other areas.
2. Parallel connections, in which the same or similar
theory or paradigm develops independently in separate disciplines. These parallelisms are sometimes called isomor-

or

concepts and effective
have found useful.

and crafti(Generalists are replaced by specialists.)
ness beat youth and innocence every time.)
In the process of biological succession (old
field, weedy field, pine forest, hardwood forest for example),
later stages are more species-rich and complex than early
stages. The number of ecological niches is higher in later
successional stages. "Pioneer" species tend to be more
adaptable and to have wider ranges of distribution. "Climax" species tend to he more specialized and to have smaller
distribution patterns.
m
human
cultures was low. There was little occupational specialization. Later societies became
diversified because of an increase in the number of "'niches." Anthrocall this "cultural evolution."

+ Low volume

=

Profit
of years of
csis of mine. I
but
were unsuccessful because of taxonomic or classiof mall

(Don't put all of your eggs into one
The Chestnut
fungal disease
almost all American Chestnut trees. but the eastern forest
ecosystem survived with little perturbation because the high
species diversity of the forest buffered the system against
instability. The role
of the Chestnut was filled
other species. A converse example is that Southern agriculture was a low diversity !'monoculture (Cotton was King)
at the turn of this
The attack of the boll weevil
destroyed the dominant species and the entire agricultural
system collapsed. Southern farmers learned a lesson in crop
diversification and stability of income.
Economics: A diversified stock portfolio is usually
more stable and less subject to catastrophe than a portfolio
with only a few stocks. In other words. diversified investment is low-risk: specialized investment is high-risk.

(Slow and
entry.)

wins the race

. unless there is a Porsche

There arc two types of "life-strategics": I)
used by small-bodied, short-lived
with high biotic potentials, who produce offspring in large
numbers. and who have little parental investment and 2) the
"K-stratcgy" used by large-bodied. long-lived species with
low biotic potentials. who produce offspring in small numbers, and who often have considerable parental investment.
The J 'r-stratcgy" is the "quantity" approach. High reproductive rates arc balanced by high mortality, resulting in
few (but sufficient) survivors. High birth rate+ High death
rate = Population. Bacteria, mice, and annual plants arc
examples. The "K-stratcgy" is the "quality" approach. Low
reproductive rates arc balanced by low mortality, resulting
in enhanced survival. Low birth rate + Low death rate
Population.
Borh
stratcg.y extremes: I l Low price +

volume

Profit

Promotion/tenure: There arc two portfolio
) Low
achievements+
quantity achievements
Prnmotion' 1 and 2) l
achievements+ Low quanachicvcmcnts Promotion' 1 These
arc often
the choices of students during examinations and
mcnts: "If I don't know the answer
L can I 'shoot
the bull'

differences because of adaptation to local environments.
This results in the formation of ccotypcs, varieties, races,
and (if the isolation is complete and of long duration) species.
Depending upon the degree and time span
of the isolation, populations of humans develop linguistic/
cultural differences. This results in the formation of dialects, and (if the isolation is of long duration) different languagcs.

(There is no such thing as a free lunch.) (Steaks cost more
than carrots.) (S-t Happcns 1)
In a typical food chain of ''sunlight,
Produccrplant, Primary consumer animal. Secondary consumer animal," energy is "lost" at every feeding transfer
because of maintenance needs of the organisms and because
of transfer inefficiency. Vegetarianism is more energy-efficient than meat-eating.
Economics: in a "manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer,
consumer" sales sequence, prices increase at every step because of profit-taking and overhead expenses of the levels
involved. It is cheaper to buy wholesale than retail because
"middleman" costs arc eliminated.
l am continuing to work on crnmcctions/analogies. Other
biological ideas for which interdisciplinary connections
probably exist arc the ecosystem concept, hierarchical organizations, biological cybernetic systems, intra- and intcrspccific interactions (predation, parasitism, commcnsalism,
competition. mutualism, protocoopcration), carrying capacity, and. or course, other aspects or evolution and natural
selection. This essay is also an appeal to colleagues in other
disciplines to share your "connections'' with me and others. •
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The

of the human life span

is
courses of
education curriculum, for it offers an
immediate frame of reference: our own
lives as well as the lives of family members and close friends. On more than
one occasion, a student taking the "Nature and Needs" course (formerly FED
200-!Iuman Growth and
has commented to me, "Now I have a
better understanding of my two-year
old," or "I tested object permanency
with my niece," or
friend's baby
showed stranger anxiety when I tried
to hold her for the first time." Knowledge of the different developmental
stages that human beings go through
and their characteristics provide education majors with a foundation for using developmentally appropriate practices in the classroom with children and
adolescents. On the first day
literally let the life span pass before the
eyes of the students by showing them
a videotape that depicts a complete
overview of the life span from birth to
death.
When 1 taught the course for the
first time two summers ago, l wanted
to include a variety of assignments covering the life span and provide for different learning styles and different formats for engaging students in the learning process. To supplement the normal lectures, textbook readings and
observation assignments, I turned to
children's literature and televised programs.
As an individual
students
were asked to choose one selection
from children's literature (a
dev

character
of the book. In the

theories, explain the conflicts that the main character faced and how he or she dealt with
able to follow the
and actions of the

allowed students
characters
to
a
of understanding about
children and their relationships that
would miss in one or two
short observations.
Since, at the time. l was reading the
Kitchens God '.IAmy Tan, I also
found a passage in that book to read to
the class to illustrate one of the theories that we had been discussing and to
do a cross-cultural comparison.
For group assignments, one choice
was to select any popular television
program that was
and
the actions and relationships
among the characters. hased on develtheories. Most of the groups
selecting this ass
t chose
SC lcctcd \VC'fC the

to name
a few.
The group showed clips from the
videotaped episode in class and centered the rest of their presentation
around the show. Time was allowed
for questions from the group. These
televised episodes provided rich contexts for discussing effective ways to
deal with conflicts, based on developmental theories. Because these programs were regularly shown on television, most of the students were already
familiar with the characters. Groups
could also do a research project. One
group chose to interview high school
teenagers on certain topics and report
their findings.
The variety of assignments afforded many unique opportunities to
learn the subject matter and the response was great.
philosophy of
teaching is to provide a variety of ways
for students to experience learning and
to make the learning as interesting and
as relevant as possible.
Both children's Ii terature and the
electronic media offer rich opportunities to supplement or enhance experiential learning, albeit vicariously. I
heartily recommend these resources as
learning tools. •
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We
from our departmcnl heads and
a 490
course that could be taken for history
credit
490) or Physics credit
The texts we selected
and required of both history and physics students were: John Newhouse, Wcir
and Peace in the Nuclear Age, Richard
Wolfson, Nuclear Choices and Russell
Akridge, Supplementary Physics

Notes.
The decision was made that a certain body of knowledge would be required of both history and physics students. The physics students needed to
have the basic historical knowledge to
relate their discipline to the historical
events and the history students needed
the conceptual knowledge necessary to
have an idea of how weapons and
nuclear reactors work. To insure this
knowledge, the physics tests were twothirds physics and one-third and history and the history tests were the reverse. We both gave a midterm and a
final. We also made the decision that
the course would not he tightly structured. This gave us a chance to spend
more time on material the students
found particularly interesting or was of
interest because of current events. This
lack of a strict timetable worked well.
We both also required a major paper that the students would explain to
the class so both physics and history
students could benefit from the other's
research. The class learned more
frightening things about the Savannah
River Site than any of us wanted to
know.
The
component studied the
structure of the atomic nucleus,
attention to the nuclei of ur:minm" plutonium.

helium, lithium, beryllium and carbon
since these nuclei arc the more important ones used
nuclear reactors and
weapons. By counting the numbers of
neutrons and protons in the nucleus,
and by being familiar with static electricity, we determined why some nuclei arc stable and others arc radioactive. We distinguished between (I) fission reactions, used in nuclear reactors
and atomic bombs and (2) fusion reactions used in hydrogen bombs.
History and physics were mixed
when we looked at the uranium and
plutonium bombs developed in World
War II and how they worked. We also
studied the development of nuclear reactors and how they work to understand
both nuclear propulsion and to distinguish between the light water reactors
used by the United States, the heavy
water type used by Canada, and the
carbon type used by the USSR. Particular emphasis was placed on why the
methods used in the U.S. arc far safer
than those used by the Soviets and,
now, many of the ex-Soviet states. The
class then designed their own hydrogen homb. We were unable to obtain
the plutonium and tritium to make it
work so the campus is still here. Finally, samples of radioactive materials
in very small amounts were made available for the students to sec.
In the history component. we began with a brief history of the major
discoveries in radioactivity, then emphasized the importance of the letter
Albert Einstein addressed to President
Roosevelt in 1939 that would have
much to do with launching the Manhattan Project
name for the development of an atomic bomb). The
various historical aspects of the project

.1/

discussed and
spent time
to understand the factors that went
into President Truman's decision
the weapon on
We looked at the
the Cold
Kennan and containment. and NSC 68
Secualnever
provided much of the basis for US nuclear

from the Truman administration into
the l 990's. The
of the
weapons and methods for their delivery were also traced. This focus addressed organizations and weapons systems such as the Strategic Air Command, intercontinental ballistic missiles, and nuclear powered submarines.

These three things manned bombers,
ICBMS, and submarine launched ballistic missiles - makeup what US policy
makers call the "triad" (if one or two
are destroyed, the other will survive).
We placed particular emphasis on
policy making and the efforts since
World War II to reach agreements on
nuclear proliferation, SALT (Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks), and START
(Strategic Arms Reduction Tai
which, of course. arc ongoing.
The course was not limited to the
United States and the Soviet Union. We
also looked at nuclear development and
policy in Great Britain. France, Israel,
China and others.
A nice thing about th is course (or
courses) is the availability of great videos. The Making of the Atomic Bomh
and The Making of the Hwlrogcn Bomh
are very good. The World At Wcir volume titled The Bomh discusses the
bomb, the decisions to use it, and the
bomb's relation to decisions on postwar settlements. Radio Bikini is an
excellent account of the atomic bomb
tests
the Pacific in 1946. But most
fun
videos that can be used to

and
the mood of the
nuclear weapons were viewed.
One of the classics is Atomic
collection of films
the scene
where
Turtle demonstrates
"duck and cover." Bert says that is what
everyone should do when the bomh
goes off.
other all time classic that
shows much more than
be
is Dr.
Or How I
Learned to

Several books were recommended
that the students found useful. Richard Rhodes has written two, The Making of the Atomic Bomh and Dark Sun:

The Making of the Hydrogen Bomb that
arc must reading for anyone interested
in this topic. Hv the Bomh \Ea riv Light
by Paul Boyer is an excellent introduction to American attitudes toward the
homb. For example this appeared on a
valentine card for 1946: "Won't you be
my little geranium/until we are both
out
uranium'?" There arc
many works on the development of
U.S. and Russian
Particularly
interesting arc memoirs by Henry
Kissinger and
Dobrynin 's, /11
Confidence.
We have an additional resource of
great value for this course. Dr. John
Weinstein is Chief of Policy and Programs for the Nuclear Command and
Control Staff in Washington. Dr.
Weinstein taught here in the late l 970\
and early I 98(rs and has kept in touch.
We had him come down and talk about
various aspects of nuclear planning, his
experiences in the Soviet Union as a
member of one of the teams sent to
witness the destruction of Soviet missiles. and some methods of preventing
accidental usage of these weapons.

One final note: we were
for and attended a
program
at the New York Museum of Natural
in 1993 titled 711e Atomic Bonzh
and Cullllre that
added to our
to teach the course.
The course has been a wonderful
for both of us. We arc not
sure who learned the most. the students
or the
We hope the success
of our adventure in team taught classes
will encourage others to try the same
with other faculty
members is both educational and highly
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presentations should not be used, however,
for
should
support the message, not deliver it.
Such
have in common

three essential components. First,
Second,
well
Third.
arc delivered

APPROPRIATE USE
arc those which arc
arc used to (a)
size a
under discussion.
audience interest. (c) focus the
discussion very
and
record
discussion.
visual supports for either of these four reasons will enhance
the
of the presenter.
Used for any other purpose. visual prcsentat ions simply detract or distract
from the message.

rule of thumb.
overheads, charts. or
units. is to use
more than
l incs per slide nor six words per line.
The six lines per unit
the content
well within the seven "chunks" which
tells us is the

both headlines
and elements on the essentials of the
idea at a
time.
and for the purpose for which
intended.
should illustrate, not
decorate.

upper limit for mature memory. Limthe lines and words per line has
the added
of producing less
'·cluttered'' space thus enabling the audience to read the slide quickly withtheir focus on the speaker.
as a slide
which
that it becomes a
from which hoth audience and
presenter read. Other aspects of space
use arc also

Charts and graphs have specific
uses. Choose each carefully coordinating purpose with the appropriate use.
Bar charts emphasize comparative relationships between two sets of facts
while flow charts clarify complex rcLinc graphs arc best used
to show time/frequency distributions
such as trends. Pie charts should be
used to convey simpler
and illustrate part-to-whole relation-

Headline the main idea.
The arrangement of space should make
the headline the part of the slide to
which the audience attends first.
should he chosen lo support,
not supplant the main idea. Arrange
all graphics to face the accompanying
text,
the audience ·s eye back
toward the verbal message. The production and use of graphs and charts
has separate constraints.

Photos and cartoons should be used
as visual hooks on which the
audience can hang the verbal message.
;\
of the presenter on a title page
(I have actually seen this done) is in
poor taste. It simply invited off task
mental considerations on the
photogeneity of the speaker.
On the other hand, in a presentation on litigation and legislation. a color
cartoon
a judge was used very cfto help the audience keep the
two factors separated. Dressed in traditional
robes and holding a
the
in the cartoon became
an icon for
practices prescribed in
1n a very comscribed in

GOOD
use has been determined. effective pre-

The content and number of didcs should also he
minimalized to
the audience focused on the
Headlines am!
clements should be labeled both preand
Sim-

or

I
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discussion, this colorful icon
the audience maintain the differentiation between the two sources.

Color. The use of color is
to the use of space. Poor
color contrasts make reading the text
difficult, diffusing the audience's attention to the
remarks. Color
has a psychology of its own
while
it is doubtful that the wrong color can
··~·~·~ ..v~, it certainly

calming and institutional. Red, across
most cultures, denotes power, danger,
and energy. Purple commands our attention, perhaps because of its traditional association with royalty. Yellow
is the less liked color of all and should
be used minimally. Needless to say,
all these generalizations have exceptions but they can increase the confidence of the beginning designer/presenter.

CONFIDENT DELIVERY
Confidence in delivery is a must.
That confidence is built not on oratory
charisma but on sound preparation.
Think your message through and organize it well. The best designed presentation is worthless if the content is not
well organized. The most overlooked
part of organization is practice.
Time the presentation. Analyze it.
Get a colleague or family member to
critique your rehearsal. Anything a
naive audience cannot understand
needs further refinement. Pay special
heed to any comments on speaker-audience interaction.
The most common mistake in that
area is lack of eye contact followed
closely by voice use. Making eye contact does not mean that you stare your
audience into submission. Rather, each
member of the audience has multiple
experiences during the presentation
when
think you are talking directly
to them. If you are easily visually diseye contact may

sounds.
i(

also
roles. The latter is the
least understood. Projection is not just
speaking louder; it is
directly
to the person furthest from you. Just
project their voices, so
too. Make that disfor your voice and
"throw" to them.
check the logistics of the
room in which you are presenting even
if, as at a conference, it means sitting
through someone else's presentation. It
is time well spent. Check the lighting.
Can the audience see
Can you
see them? Check the number of working electrical outlets. Sit in the rear of
the room to check global acoustics. If
sitting through someone else's presentation, be sensitive to the area of the
room from which the most requests for
the speaker to repeat what has been
said. This is especially important if you
heard clearly what was said. It may be
an indication of an acoustical "dead
space." Check the dimensions of the
room. Are the people in the hack row
so far removed that they are observers
rather than participants? If so, think
about ways to involve them. Walking
up and down the aisle will work if you
have a lapel microphone. Organizing
multiple small group activities may
offer them a human contact. Questions
can be used to draw them into the presentation, too. For example, asking
questions of the back row or being
quick to respond to questions from that
area may draw these particiants closer
mentally.
Be careful not to compete with your
visual aids. lf you are using electronic
aids, turn them off when you are talking. See the Six Sage Suggestions for
the exceptions. Before using film or
video, watch it several times. If the
audio portion does not fit your audience or purpose, turn the sound off and
create an audio uniquely for your audience and your purpose.
Lastly, take spare parts even if you
have been given an iron clad guarantee
that all your needs will be met. A good
hasic emergency kit can include extension cords (bright colored ones easily
when
to
threeprong
replacement cables,
hulhs, at least one small lamp with a

strong bulb to augment note taking
light, a bright flashlight for blackouts,
chalk, masking tape, dry erase markers and pens. Never trust others to provide these even if you have a written
promise. Prepare for the worst including having a clear backup plan in case
the inevitable happens. Until you have
had a visual presentation interrupted by
a blackout, you will never quite appreciate the phrase "in case the inevitable
happens."
Effective presentations have three
major components in common: purposeful use, good design, and confident
delivery. Add to this some sage advice
from the experience of others. This
advice is offered so you will not make
their mistakes. Go, and discover new
ones which you can then share. •

l. When in doubt, don't.
2. Coordinate all auditory and visual
expressions.
3. Remove a visual immediately after
discussing it unless it presents your
overview, your agenda, your key
point.
4. When using electronic equipment,
turn it on only when you want the
audience to focus on it.
5. Face your audience and maintain eye
contact.
6. Deliver your message confidently.
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Many students at Kennesaw State University are majoring in
programs that require some basic knowledge of human anatomy.
For example, in addition to biology majors, students majoring in
art, anthropology, health and physical education, nursing, or middle
education require knowledge of human systems and their
structures. Students involved in physical fitness are often interested in
and understanding how our bodies are structured.
The learning of human anatomy is ideal for self-paced and individualized instruction where students can be provided with structures to learn and the means to learn them.
A computer based program called A.D.A.M. (Animated Dissection of Human Anatomy for Medicine) was selected in order to
offer courses and experiences that meet the needs of such a diverse group of students. This unique program allows us to design
courses and instruction for a variety of students and to develop
courses and visuals at different levels ofeomplexity and difficulty.
Using the A.D.A.M. software allows students to work at their own
paces and review material as needed, thus increasing student success.
We plan to use the A.D.A.M. software in three different ways.
First, A.D.A.M. will be used to develop courses for biology as
well as non-biology majors. These courses will be unique in that
students would work independently in the computer laboratory,
coming together as a class a few times during the quarter for question/answer sessions or to take examinations. Secondly. A.D.A.M.
will be used in existing courses to introduce human anatomy in
the lecture by the faculty member. In the laboratory A.D.A.M. will
be used to supplement models and other materials. Thirdly.
A.D.A.M. will be used by a great variety of students for review or
to prepare for graduate or professional school entrance examinations.
We initially developed two one hour courses for biology majors using the A.D.A.M. program. Biology majors were targeted
first because a course in human anatomy was not available to them.
Courses now offered by the Department of Biological and Physical Sciences that teach human anatomy also include physiology
and were developed to meet the needs of nursing and health and
physical education majors. These two new courses now complement the biology course in human homoeostatic physiology.
I am one of the faculty members who first proposed using the
A.D.A.M. program and received a Faculty Development Grant for
this purpose. The following describes how the two courses for
majors have been designed and implemented. The first course. offered fall of 1996 as Biology 490, includes the skeletal. muscular.
nervous, and endocrine systems. The second course. which includes the rest of the systems, will be offered as Biology 490 winter quarter 1997. Until we convert to the semester system these
courses will be offl'.red as Biology 490.
I was
to work with students registered for the course.
Students
met with me to go over the syllabus that provided detailed descriptions of the role of the faculty member as
and the grading
well as the role of the students. course
policy. Examination dates and times were established based on

student schedules. All students in the course were required to obtain a Pigseye account (student e-mail account) so that we will be
able to communicate with each other. After the initial meeting,
students will work on their own and at their own paces in the computer laboratory to learn the structures for which they are responsible. The computer laboratory is in the Science Building and available to students during a variety of days and times. I am available
to help students during the qua11er. Students can reach me during
office hours, by voice mail, or by e-mail using their Pigseye account. If a student is having difficulty using A.D.A.M. the student
and I can arrange to meet and work together in the computer laboratory. In addition, human anatomy references are available on
reserve in the library for use when the computer laboratory is not
open.
The A.D.A.M. program is fun, creative, and interesting to use.
Students can select the race and gender of the human they wish to
study. Another early decision students must make is whether to
keep or remove the fig leaf' 1 Once the animated person is displayed on the screen, students can select the anatomical view (front,
side, back) they wish to study. Many different Tools come with
A.D.A.M. and it is not possible to describe them all. However, a
brief description of a few will enable you to see the wide variety of
learning possibilities. By using a Structures List Tool. students
can select and view a particular body part. Then, after starting at
the skin level, different depths of that structure can be observed. If
a student docs not know the name of a particular structure, the
Identify Tool displays the name and the Pronounce Tool allows
the name to be heard. Students can use other tools to show one
structure in relationship to other structures in the system. Students can explore a structure from a microscopic prospective, or
box in a particular section of anatomy and cut away layers to view
internal organs. In this manner, students can see relationships of
various structures from different systems. Students can look more
closely at a section using a Magnifying Glass Tool. A small magnifying glass actually appears that students can then move to the
structure being examined. If students are having difficulty locating a particular structure, a "Search For" feature is available. Text
material is also available and provides students with information
about each system. For students who arc really into medical concepts, there is even an Operating Room in which students use a
Cleanse Tool in preparation for surgery, a Syringe Tool to apply
local anesthetic, and a Scalpel Tool to make incisions. Also available in the Operating Room arc Laser. Cauterize, and Suture Tools.
We are very excited about using the A.D.A.M. program. The
software provides faculty members with many teaching options.
Students can be introduced to human anatomy in the lecture or the
laboratory, as part of a special course or an existing course. or an
independent study course. A.D.A.M. also provides departments
across campus a chance to introduce students to human anatomy
using computer technology.
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